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Abstract 
Let fi be a Borel subset in R" and fi a probability measure, we say that A 
is a spectrum of ^(or fi) if {62们<入’3：》}入任八 form an orthonormal basis in 
(or L^{ijl)). fl is called a spectral set and is called a spectral measure if a 
spectrum exists. The study of the spectral sets and measures is originated from 
a famous conjecture of Fuglede stating that is a spectral set if and only if Q 
is a translational tile. In this thesis, we will study different kinds of spectral 
sets and present different types of spectral measures. We will also explore the 
the properties of translational tiles and spectral sets and the connection between 
them. Moreover, we show that Fuglede's conjecture is false for Euclidean spaces of 
dimension greater than or equal to 3 following from the recent counter-examples 
of Tao. 
We also consider the spectral measures in dimension 1，where the Fuglede's 
conjecture is likely to be true. We relate it with the self-similar tiles arising from 
the iterated function systems. We also explore some properties of the self-similar 
tiles and obtained some new results in considering the Fuglede's problem. Finally, 
we review the work on spectral measures of more general types, they include the 
Cantor-type self-similar measures and the Bernoulli convolutions. 
摘要 
設為一個 I T上的集，而//為一個測度。我們稱A是(或；^)的譜如果 
是 ( 或 上 的 正 交 基 ° 若 有 一 個 譜 存 在 ， 我 們 稱 n 為 
譜集(spectral sets)，而//則稱為譜測度(spectral measures)�譜集的研究源自 
於著名的Fi ig lede’s猜想:一個有界的集n是一個譜集當且僅當能以平移密 
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Let m denote the Lebesgue measure on R�cons ide r any Lebesgue measurable 
set Q C R'^ with 0 < m(Q) < 00，we say that it is a spectral set if there exists 
A C R" such that {e?叫入’！；^久它八 is an orthonormal basis of where // is 
the Lebesgue measure restricted on the set Q. In this case, we call (fi, A) is a 
spectral pair, A a spectrum for Q and dfi a spectral Lebesgue measure. 
The study of spectral sets was originated from B. Fuglede (1974) who con-
sidered a functional analytic problem posed by I. Segal: What kind of open sets 
Q have a commuting self-adjoint extension for the partial differential operator 
{7^}j=i,...,n from to a dense subset of L?…)？ Fuglede proved that a 
spectral set is always sufficient, and the necessity also holds if the domain is a 
Nikodym set. Later Pedersen relaxed the condition by showing the converse is 
always true for domains (open connected sets) in R". For details, one can refer 
to [7, 36 . 
In this thesis, we will investigate a natural question followed from the work 
of Fuglede. We are aiming to have a more geometrical way to classify spectral 
sets. One of the most basic examples of spectral sets is = [0’ in R � i n 
which it is well-known that is its spectrum. Fuglede proved that 
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any fundamental domain given by a discrete lattice are spectral sets with its dual 
lattice as its spectrum. On the other hand, lie also proved that triangles and 
circles in R^ are not spectral, while some examples that are not fundamental 
domains could still be spectral. One of them he gave was [0,1] U [2,3]. From the 
examples, he proposed a conjecture on spectral sets: 
Fuglede's Conjecture [1974]: C R'^  is a spectral set if and only if fi is a 
translational tile. 
By a translational tile, we mean there exists J" € M" such that m((ri '+ t)r\{Q-\-
t')) = 0 for all t,t' e J and t — t'. We denote it as Q 0 J = R"^ . The conjecture 
is also known as spectral set conjecture in literature. It was proven only recently 
by Tao, Kolountzakis and Matolcsi that the conjecture is false in both directions 
for R'^ with d > 3 (see [6, 21，22，44]). However, it remains open in dimension 1 
and 2. 
Despite the negative results, the delicate connection between spectral sets and 
translational tiles is still very interesting, many new questions have been raised 
in this area. For example, evidences showed that the Fuglede's problem is likely 
to be true for convex domain in the Euclidean space (see [11], [19]). In the case 
of finite union of cubes, i.e., Q = + [ 0 , O n the spectral side, it is related 
to the decomposition of Hadamard matrices; while on the tiling side, it is related 
to the factorization of abelian groups. Their relations are not fully understood. 
Some results can be found in [34]. From now on, we shall refer the problem 
of studying complete orthogonal exponentials and its relation with tiling as the 
Fuglede's problem. 
The Fuglede's problem and the above relation become more interesting in R \ 
With the use of cyclotomic polynomials, Coven and Meyerowitz [1] introduced 
conditions (Tl) and (T2) into the study of tiling of integers. They showed that 
these conditions are sufficient to get a tiling of integers. Laba then showed that 
these conditions are also enough to obtain a spectrum [23] for an integer tile. The 
(Tl), (T2) conditions are now conjectured to be necessary for having a tiling and 
a spectrum. 
The Fuglede's problem has also been discussed in self-similar Cantor measures. 
By observing certain Hadamard duality, Jorgensen and Pedersen [14] showed 
that for p-Cantor measure /ip, admits an exponential orthonormal basis 
|e27ri(A,-) if =去，but it is false for p = Later, Laba and Wang 
[29] found a large class of spectral Cantor type measures in M} based on (Tl) 
and (T2) assumptions again. There are also studies of orthogonal exponentials 
in more general types of self-similar measures, including Bernoulli convolutions 
10] and self-affine measures [14] . In [42], Strichartz developed the mock Fourier 
series using these kinds of exponentials in the fractal spaces as a substitute of 
classical Fourier series . Their work turn the Fuglede's problem into a new stage. 
We will organize the content of this thesis as follows. In the next chapter, 
we will begin with the study of different kinds of spectral sets that have been 
known. They include the fimdamental domains of lattice, convex sets and finite 
union of cubes. Basic techniques and density results are discussed. Particularly, 
we will follow the work of Lagarias and Wang [28] and prove that the existence 
of spectrum will depend on whether a finite set of integer vectors is a spectral set 
in 
In Chapter 3’ we will set up the Fuglede's problem in discrete groups. We 
mainly focus on Z" and finite abelian groups. For a spectral set in Z", it means 
a finite subset A C such that it admits an exponential orthonormal basis in 
with 6a is the counting measure. Since this L^ space is finite dimensional, 
the existence of spectrum is just equivalent to finding a Hadamard matrix. We 
will also establish relations between spectral sets in finite groups and Z". In 
parallel to spectral property, the tiling property of finite subset in 1} will also 
be discussed. We will then use these results and the result in the last chapter 
to study the Fuglede's conjecture in R^ and present the counterexamples of the 
conjecture in high dimensions. In R^，we will show that checking all integer tile 
satisfy {T2) will be sufficient to get all bounded tiles are spectral sets. This 
observation was implicitly noticed in Lagarias and Wang [27], and Laba [23]. 
Chapter 4 will contain some new results in this thesis. We study the self-
affine tiles in the Euclidean space. Given A as expanding matrix, and V = 
{di，."，4}, the unique compact set that is invariant under the iterated function 
system {(f)j{x) = A~\x + d)}dqv- For certain kind of digit sets V, these invariant 
sets will have non-empty interior and will tile the Euclidean space by .translation. 
If i4 is a similitude, such kind of digit sets will be called self-similar tile digit sets. 
For such digit sets in M}, we will show that they are actually integer tiles (they 
can tile Z), but the converse is not true. We study the (T2) condition of these 
tile digit sets, we discover that if all self-similar tile digit set satisfy (T2), then 
all integer tile will satisfy (T2) also. This allows us to focus the work of checking 
(T2) to be on such smaller class of tile digit sets. The advantage is that we have 
the Kenyon criterion which relates directly to the cyclotomic polynomial factors 
of the polynomial associated to V. We discover that such tile digit sets satisfy a 
weaker condition that is close to (T2). Also it suggests ways to prove or disprove 
(T2) which may be a major step in the study of integer tiles. 
In the last chapter, we will give a survey on the study of the spectral self-
similar measures over the past decade. This is the natural generalization of 
Chapter 4 since the Lebesgue measures supported on the self-similar tiles will 
be a special case of general self-similar measures. It will be shown that given 
a Hadamard triple can result in the existence of infinite orthogonal exponential 
sets, but the completeness problem is not yet settled. Jorgensen and Pedersen 
14] turned the problem to the existence of fixed point of the Ruelle's transfer 
operators, which worked only case by case. Strichartz [41] gave a sufficient condi-
tion on the completeness, but it is not easy to check practically. Laba and Wang 
29] later studied the cyclical behavior of the minimum points of the transfer 
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operators under iteration, they managed to show that the Hadamard triples can 
directly get complete orthogonal exponentials in . The study of orthogonal ex-
ponentials was generalized to a wider class of self-similar measures which includes 
Bernoulli convolutions. There are also studies in even more general spectral Borel 
measures without any additional assumptions on the measures itself [30]. 
In conclusion, this thesis covers many of the useful results in the study of 
the Fuglede's problem, which is about finding complete exponential orthonormal 
bases in I? spaces of different measures. Such kind of bases is simple, easy to 
handle and is believed to be a natural generalization of classical Fourier series 
in other abstract measure spaces. Finally, it is also remarked that for the case 
where such kind of bases fails to exist, there is a widely open problem of finding 
exponential Fourier frames. This is also an interesting problem but is not touched 
in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 
Spectral sets in R^ 
In this chapter, we will mainly focus on the spectral Lebesgue measurable sets 
Q with 0 < m{Q) < +00, where m is the Lebesgue measure. Recall that Q, is 
a spectral set if there exists A C R" such that {e?��’_>}AeA is an orthonormal 
basis of Z/2(ri). In this chapter, we do not assume any boundedness of the sets. 
We will see different examples of spectral sets and mysteriously, all of them are 
translational tile. We will also reduce the problem of finding spectral sets into 
the problem in . By doing so, we are able to obtain a large class of spectral 
sets in dimension 1. 
2.1 Preliminaries 
A well-known classical spectral set in R'^  is undoubtedly [0,1)" .^ Indeed, by 
rescaling and translations, any cubes in W^  are spectral sets. Starting with this 
fact, we will develop some techniques in Fourier analysis on tiling and spectral 
sets. A good reference can be found in [20]. We define the Fourier transform of 
a function to be 
7 ( 0 / / ⑷ 产 � � d r r 
jR'i 
To begin with, we observe that fi admits translational tiling with tiling set J if 
11 
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and only if Yltej 一 0 = 1’ a.e. For spectral sets, there is a similar Fourier 
analytic criterion. 
Theorem 2.1.1. (Q, A) is a spectral pair in W^ if and only if 
A6A 
Proof. Suppose (fi, A) is a spectral pair, { ； ; i s orthonormal basis 
of The Parseval's identity applied to e � 们 i m p l i e s that 
� � = � � � � � > | 2 = = 
( , A e A ^ ) A€A 
Conversely, we let ex{x) := ^^e?叫入.By putting y = 乂 with A' G A into 
the assumption, {e�} are orthonormal set in 
It remains to establish the completeness. Note that Q, may not be bounded. 
Let f e Z/2(n), suppose the support of f := siipp/ is compact, then by extending 
0 outside supp/，we may assume f € for some large cube containing supp/. 
Hence, f = ^^^^ where {e^} is orthonormal basis of Ck = (/, ek)Q. 
Ck = (/, ejt)f2. On the other hand, our assumption implies Since supp/ C fi, so 









If f is not of compact support, let fn ：= /|nnQ„, where are increasing 
sequence of cubes. Then by the above result each /„ satisfies the Parseval identity 
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of A . The same identity holds for / through a standard approximation argument. 
• 
We say that a measurable function / : E*^  h-^  R is a tiling of level w if there 
exists A such that JZaea - X) = w a.e. Theorem 2.1.1 shows that is 
a tiling at level There is a rich theory on function tiling in [18], but 
we will not study this topic in detail. Instead, we are interested in studying the 
density of the spectrum. We need some notions of the density of a set. 
Definition 2.1.2. (i)A set A CW^ is said to be of uniformly bounded density if 
for all R > 0，there exists integer I > 0 such that A has at most I elements in 
each ball of radius R in E*^. 
(li) Given a set A C K�we define the lower and upper asymptotic density by 
Z r A : = l i m i n f # ( A n J : ? , 7 們 � � 删 叩 利 A H H M i n 
•00 {2nY ， •一 (2n)d 
If the limit exists, we call it the asymptotic density of A. 
We give a proposition about uniformly bounded density. 
Proposition 2.1.3. Let 0 < f e L^R"^), and f tiles at level w with A, then A 
has uniformly bounded density as in Definition 2.1.2(i). 
Proof. There exists Rq such that for all 丑〉•Ro’ jg只(。）/ > 0’ where B/j(0) is a 
ball of radius R centered at 0, then we have for arbitrary t e Rd, 
m(B2R(0))'W= f 
• ^ � � aga 
> / E / ( 工 - 她 
= E / f ( 工 入 恤 
> E / f(工-入恤 
= # ( A n B � � � f f 
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We thus get #(A A B / ? � ) < "^(fi只(�)广.This shows for all t, the upper bound is 
the integral part of ^ 二 )广 + 1. • jh£ + 
We thus have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.1.4. Let fl be a translational tile in R^ with tiling set T, then T 
has uniformly bounded density. If A) is a spectral pair, then A has uniformly 
bounded density also. 
Proof. If is a translational tile, Yl-yerXni^ — 7) = 1. As f xn = m(n)’ we 
apply Proposition 2.1.3 to obtain the conclusion. 
If (fi, A) is a spectral pair, Theorem 2.1.1 shows that is a tiling at level 
/ n � ) 2 . Moreover, f = f IXnP 二 m(Q), by the Plancherel Theorem. Hence 
Proposition 2.1.3 is applicable. • 
Concerning the asymptotic density of the spectrum, we give two important 
results due to Landau [24]. We define 
B(Q) :={feL'(R'):suppfcn}, 
we say that a uniformly discrete set A is a set of sampling for B{Q,) if there exists 
constant K such that ||/||2 < K'Zxsa I / W P for all f e B � ) . W e say that a 
uniformly discrete set A is a set of interpolation for B{Q) if for all such that 
E a < 00, there exists f € B{Q) such that /(A) = ax-
Theorem 2.1.5. [24j Let A be a uniformly discrete set. If A is a set of sampling 
for B(Q.), then D'A > m(n). If A is a set of interpolation for B(Q), then 
D+A < m(n). 
The proof of this theorem is technical, but the conclusion to the necessary 
condition of asymptotic density of a spectrum is immediate. 
Corollary 2.1.6. 7/(17, A) is a spectral pair, then D+(A) = D'A = m(Q). 
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Proof. Note that f G by the Plaiidierel Theorem. Since (Q, A) is a spectral 
pair, we have the Parseval's identity for each f e which shows that A is a 
set of sampling. Furthermore, A is a spectrum means that L^(ri) is isometrically 
isomorphic to /^(A), this means A is a set of interpolation. Hence, Theorem 2.1.5 
implies that D+{A) = ZTA = m � ) . • 
The corollary gives a necessary condition for the existence of a spectrum. 
Later, we shall give a partial converse of this corollary for a special type of 
spectral sets in Theorem 2.3.3. ‘ 
2.2 Fundamental domains and convex sets in R^ 
In this section, We will explore more spectral sets and see that all are tians-
lational tiles. In classical Fourier analysis, it is known that is an 
orthonormal basis in where TT^  := R d / Z � This is the space of all sqiiare-
integrable functions that are periodic with respect to integer vectors. Indeed, we 
can consider a slightly more general situation. This work is due to Fuglede [7]. 
We say that P is a full-rank lattice in R^ if there exists linear independent sets 
of vectors v^} such that 
d 
r = { E a ( � i : a ( ” e Z } . (2.1) 
1=1 
It is clear that such r is a discrete subgroup in R…We say that a measurable set 
Qr is a fundamental domain of F if Qr contains exactly one representatives for 
the cosets (mod F). We also define the dual lattice T* of F by: 
r := {A : (A, 7) € Z'^  for all 7 € T}. 
We can similarly define L^iW^/T) to be square-integrable functions with f{x + 
7 ) = f{x) for all 7 G r , then its inner product is given by 
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for any fundamental domain Qr of F. It is clear that it is independent of the 
choice of the domain we choose. 
Lemma 2.2.1. With the notation defined above, {e?们〈"^’工〉：A 6 P } is the or-
thonormal basis for 
Proof. Let F be a lattice spanned by linear independent vectors {i^ i’...，i>d} and 
let A be the matrix whose columns are {i；!, ...,t，d}. Then it is easy to see from 
the definition of T in (2.1) that T = � ( Z " ) . Moreover, T* = 
Let f e L^iW^/T). Then foAe " ( R V Z � B y a classical result of Fourier 
analysis, 
f o A{x) = � " ’ … 
Hence, 
We say that 
full-rank lattice. 
f(x) = ^ • ’ 工 � 
= [ C n e 2 � � � 
= Y , C n e 2 � � I ) . 
Aer* 
a set f2 admits lattice tiling if Q tiles R^ by a translate of a 
The following theorem was originally obtained by Fuglede [7 
Our proof here is based on the Poisson summation formula [12 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let Q be a measurable set ofW^ with 0 < m(Q) < +oo, and 
let r be a full-rank lattice，then Q admits lattice tiling using T if and only if 
|g27ri(A,i) ； \ £ r*} is an orthonormal basis for 
Proof. It is easy to see that all classical results including the Poisson summation 
formula on L 2 ( T � are applicable to by Lemma 2.2.1. Let 
m E � ( � + 7), F{0 := ^ + A)|2, 
7€r Aer* 
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we see that / and F are periodization of the functions xn and |xnP, by Poisson 
summation formula, we have 
= (2.2) 
7€r V � � x e r * 
E I S K + = E d J ^ n w 产 ( 2 . 3 ) 
Aer* ler 
By Theorem 2.1.1，we see that the present theorem is equivalent to proving 
Xn{x + 7) = E + = • 
7er Aer* 
Putting 4 = 0 into the right expression, since 0 G P and xnCO) = m(ft), 
= 0 for all A € P . This means f{x) = ^^^^ a.e. using (2.2). 
To see m(QrO 二 m(l])’ we note that F is a constant function, (Ixfil ' f lT)= 
产、 
F(7) = 0 for all 7 0. Therefore by putting ^ = 0 and noting that m{Qr')m{Qr)= 
| d e t ( W ) - i | | d e t 4 = 1，(2.3) becomes 
m � = � ) m ( Q r . ) 
Hence, m(QrO � � ( Q ) This proves Xn{x + 7 ) = 1. 
(=>)Suppose Xn(a:+7) = 1, then (2.2) shows that xn(A) = 0 for all A ^ 0, 
入 e P . With xJ^ (O) = m�)，（2.2) implies that m⑴）=m(Qr*)-
八 〜 
Note that = (xn * Xn), where f{x) := f{-x). Taking Fourier transform 
on both sides, we have (IXfiPf^ (xn * Xn). But, 
Xn * Xfi(7) = J xMx^iy - l)dy 
= m � n ( f 2 - 7 ) ) 
0’ 7 ^ 0 ; 
m(Q), 7 = 0. 
Hence, (2.3) shows that F(x) = = m(Q)2, using m(Q) = m(Qr.) and 
m(Qr')m[QT) 二 1. 
• 
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We now turn to consider the convex sets. Recall that a convex set fi in R" is 
a set such that x,y e f l implies the straight line segment + (1 - t)y e C for all 
0 <t < 1. We also say a set is symmetric about xq if for all y e ft, 2xo - y 6 Q. In 
Mcmullen [33] (see also [46, p.43])，we have the following theorem about convex 
translational tile. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Every convex translational tile is symmetric about some points 
and admits a lattice tiling. 
We will omit this technical proof, but when combined with Theorem 2.2.2’ 
the following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 2.2.4. Suppose Q is a convex translational tile, then it is a spectral 
set 
It is still open whether a convex spectral sets must be a translational tile. 
There is some progress in this direction due to Kolountzakis [19]. 
Theorem 2.2.5. If a measurable set H C is convex, and admits a spectrum, 
then it must be symmetric. 
The main idea of proof is based on A is of uniformly bounded density. We 
outline the set-up of the proof in the following: recall that Sa := J^x^a can 
actually be defined as tempered distribution; also, c^+A 二 lyRd can be formulated 
as = w. After taking Fourier transform, and under regularity assumptions 
of (/? (the assumption is satisfied for |xfiP), we have + A = wR'^ implies 
supp (p(x) = 0} U {0} (2.4) 
where (p is the inverse Fourier transform. A partial converse also holds: if there 
exists open set O and Orj ：= {a:: dist(x, O) < 77} such that 
(supp S^a) \ {0} C O and O, C = 0}, (2.5) 
for some > 0，then � + A is a tiling at level �(O)m(fi) (see [19], [20].) We can 
now provide a proof of the theorem. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume Q is open. Note that is a convex set. 
By the Brunn-Minkowski inequality (see [43’ p.34]) 
equality holds if and only if Q is symmetric. Lei K = il - Q, H = y . Suppose 
Q, is an open convex spectral set but is not symmetric, then m{H) > m{Q.). 
Define 
= _ 丨 2 ， 
then (p{x) := xn * (—工）and / > 0. By Theorem 2.1.1，we know that (/? is a 
function tiling. Moreover, Q is open implies that {(^  = 0} = (Q - Vty = / ( � • By 
(2.4), 
supp 6a C Kc U {0}. (2.6) 
Now, define 
f{x) = xh 
then f is supported in K and / � = \ x h \ • 
Now take ( � < P < 1 and consider g{x) = / ( ! ) • Note that, by (2.6), 
we have 
(supp ^；) \ {0} c 
Next, we see that K is symmetric and f is supported on K, it follows that g 
is supported on pK which is properly contained in K since K is convex. With 
p < 1’ we can find a 77 > 0 such that 
C{g = 0}. 
(2.5) is satisfied. Hence, we have 5 + A is a tiling at level 
g{0)m{Q) = / ( O ) M ( Q ) = m{H)m(n). 
On the other hand, 
5(0) = f g = pd [ f = p ' m = p'{m{H))\ 
20 
By our choice of p, > 7n{H)7n{Q). As g is continuous at 0’ g is strictly 
greater than m(H)m(Q) in a neighborhood of 0, this is a contradiction to tiling. 
• 
This result tells us that in order to prove spectral convex set must tile, we 
are left to show symmetric convex body that is not tile must not be spectral set. 
Using this observation, losevich, Katz and Tao showed that in dimension 2, the 
spectral set conjecture holds for convex sets. [11]. 
Theorem 2.2.6. Let Q is a convex set in R^, then Q. admits a spectrum if and 
only if Q. is a translational tile in R^ and is affinely homeomorphic to a square 
or a hexagon. 
For the higher dimension, it remains open. There are also classification on 
the convex tile in dimension 3，this may help show the remaining work. Reader 
may refer to [46]. 
2.3 Finite union of cubes 
All examples we have seen so far admits a lattice tiling. However, it is not 
true for every tile. For example, [0,1] U [2，3], indeed it is easy to see that this set 
admits spectrum Z U ( Z + J), thus fundamental domains do not cover all cases of 
translational tiles. We need to consider more general type of sets. A natural one 
will be finite union of cubes. We will write it as + [ 0 ，义 C Z" is finite. For 
such set, we will say A an integer vector tile or simply integer tile li A[0， 
is a translational tile, or equivalently 乂 is a tile in It is expected that the 
spectrum would be of the form + F, where F is finite set. 
In the following, we shall study the spectral sets for which it admits spectrum 
of the form + T. We start with the following lemma on the structure of such 
spectral sets. It was stated in [13], we prove it only in the case when the lattice 
21 
is Let 
:= {x G Rd : S i x ) = 0}. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let ^ C R*^ be a Lebesgue measurable set with finite positive 
measure, and suppose that 忍"\{0} C Zq, Then there exists fundamental domains 
Di,Dm of the lattice 1} such that 
n = Di\J...U Dm 
and m(Di n Dj) = 0 for i ^ j. In particular Tn{Q) is a positive integer. 
Proof. Let T^ = 
projection map. 
I R d / Z � w h i c h we identify it as [ 0 , a n d tt^ be the canonical 
For each k e Z�{0}，we have 
0 = f xn � e 2 � • ’ 
jR<i 
=T f xn(a:)e2_,i�d:r 
= f ； + 叫、州) 
= / ( E X n � ) e 2叫切丄， 
jTd , 
yeTTji � 
= f ( J ( 2 ) e 2 _ � 2 
Jjd 
where (7{z) := EyeTrj^W is a function on T" with a{k) = 0 for all k e 
Z^\{0}. We note further that a(z) € as < oo. Since {e^'^'^^'-^jkezd 
is total in we have a{z) is constant almost everywhere. 
As xn is an integer-valued function, a{z) = m for some m e Therefore, Q 
must be a m-fold covering of TT^  by Tr^ , which shows that Q, must be of m measure 
disjoint union of fundamental domains. • 
This lemma does not tell whether Q tiles R^ by translation, but it tells us 
that Q, gives a m-times multiple covering when it is translated by Z^. 
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Now, for a set Q. of finite positive measure, suppose Z � 0 } C Zq, Lemma 
2.3.1 implies that fi is a measure-disjoint union of m fundamental domains of 
lattice . We analyze by considering each fundamental domain separately. 
Write n = U ^ i Dj, and let ttj : —> T^ be the canonical projection map. Then 
TTj := TTd Idj is one-to-one and onto. Let a j : T^ —»• Dj be the inverse map of tt^ . 
Then tTj o Oj — identity. 
Furthermore, for any f G define the function v / 6 X ... X 
by 
Vf{z) = [f{c7,{z)\...J{am{z))f 
Then f ^ Vf defines a linear map from L ? � to (Tpd) x ... x L^jx^) and it is 
clearly one-one and onto. We also define for each 7， 
L l m := { X； ： Y^ IciAp < 00}. (2.7) 
and 
u力):=[e2冗办，。1 ⑷》，…，e2们<7’�"��]t = 
Lemma 2.3.2. Let ^ C be a Lebesgue measurable set with finite positive 
measure, and suppose that Z � { 0 } C Zq. Let g e Then g e � ) i f and 
only ifvg(z) = h(z)u^{z) for some h e 
Proof. Suppose g G then 
g[x) 二 ajte2叫幼=e2叫力 ^ cifce2叫左,义 
fcezd keZ'^ 
Let h(z) = Zkez" afcC?冗“幼’ it is clear that h G and for j = 1，...,m 
g(aj{x)) = e2叫幼^汉知一i从�湘》=e?叫���/i⑷⑷）=e2�"^’�^J(:)�/i(2) 
itezd 
Hence, yg{z) = h{z)Uj{z). 
Conversely, if Vg{z) = h{z)u^iz), and h{z) = Efcez" a j t e ? � " � � : � ’ then for all 
X e Q, X = (7i(z) for some 2 € T^ ^ and 1 < / < m. We also have h(z)= 
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Efcez^ Thus, 
g{x) = g{ai(z)) = e?叫了’"^'��"�=^ afcC?叫，+、工》. 
keZ'i 
This completes the proof. • 
The next result is the main theorem in this section. It tackles the completeness 
problem of certain spectral pair and allows us to convert the spectral pair problem 
in to a simpler problem in It was originally given by Pedersen [37], and 
Lagarias and Wang gave an independent proof in [28 . 
Theorem 2.3.3. Let Q C be a Lebesgue measurable set with finite positive 
measure. Suppose T CR"^ is a finite set with (T - F) fl Z^ = {0} and { e ? 叫： 
A e Z'' + r} is orthogonal in L^iVt). Then + F) is a spectral pair if and 
only if 并r = m{yt). 
Proof. For the necessity, just note that we have + = + = 
Since Z'' + T is a spectrum, by Corollary 2.1.6, m(n) > + T) > + 
r ) > m{n). So # r = m(Q). 
Conversely, we suppose # r = m(Q) and we want to show that (Q’Zd + r) is 
a spectral pair. Since {e?们从力：A G Z'^  + T} is known to be orthogonal in 
We only need to show that Z" + F is total in 
Let TTd : 股 — be the canonical projection map. Let F = {71,...,7m}. As 
7i 's are in different cosets, by orthogonality, S ( 7 i " T j + = 0 for all i + j and 
k e Z"^ . it follows that 
Jn Jjd 
where 
viz) ：= X n � e 2叫 7广•吃 
As {e2W’�.�}fcez<^ is total in we have 77(2) = 0，a.e. 
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Write Q = U"li Dj, where Dj are fundamental domains. Recall that the 
projection map tTJ := tt^ |巧 is bijective in T^ ,^ and a j : T" —»• Dj is the inverse 
map of TTj. Then 7](z) = 0 can be rewritten as 
m 
^g27ri((7i-7j),<Tfc(2)> = 0 
fc=l 
for almost all z G T义 If we let A{z) be a m x m matrix with entries aj^k{z)= 
g27rt(7j,o'fc(2))_ Then AA* = ml. (It is called the Hadamard matrix . We will 
discuss it more in the next chapter). 
We establish the totality of {e2h�A，.）: A G T + Z'^ } by showing that 
" � � ) + … + z4…)， 
where H’人fl) is the set defined as in (2.7). To prove this, we let f G and 
let 
h{z] 771 
Then by the orthogonality of A, we see that hj G and 
m 
J=1 
Since / v/ is onto, there exists gj G such that 
Lemma 2.3.2 implies that gj G L"^. {fl). Finally, As v； = v们 + … = V31+…爪 
and / V/ is one-one, we have / = 仍 + … + 如.T h i s completes the whole 
proof. • 
Theorem 2.3.3 applies generally to sets with integral Lebesgue measure, there-
fore we can apply the result to finite union of cubes and obtain a necessary and 





and its zero set 
2(6^) ••= { ^ ^ ( 0 = 0}. 
It is easy to see that the function is periodic (mod Z^). The notation used is 
consistent with the Fourier transform of counting measures which we will discuss 
in the next chapter. 
Theorem 2.3.4. Let Q. = [0’ + B, where B CU^ is a finite set Suppose T is 
a finite set of elements with (F — F) D Z'^  = {0}. Then A. = Z'^ T is a spectrum 
for n if and only tf 讲=#B andT-rc Z(S^) U {0}. 
Proof. By a direct computation, 
S(A) = f e2叫A’�2： 
叫 、 的 [ ( 2 . 8 ) 
Suppose now that # r 二 and r - r C U {0}. In view of Theorem 
2.3.3’ it suffices to show the orthogonality of A = Z'^  + F. Let Aj = jUi + 卞 and 
\j = TRj + 7j, for some mi,mj € 7t,7j G T and A, + \ j . Note that 
- A,) - A,) f e2冗沿广�’ 
- 7j) f e 2 冗 " � � � � � d : c ’ 
•Ao，IH 
If % + then (5s(7i - 7j) = 0 by assumption. If 卞=力、then rrii irij. But it 
is well-known that /【。！】“ e27ri(mi-mj,x)^ 2： = 0 since irii - m j G This establishes 
the orthogonality. 
Conversely, suppose A is a spectrum of 5 + [0，1 广 Then the set {e�冗"A’:r�. 
A G A} must be orthogonal set, Theorem 2.3.3 shows that = #B. 
It remains to show that F — 
r c 端 ) u { o } . 
Take 飞 6 T and 7i + As 
0 = f = f e2叫A’x�d工， 
and 
which is never zero. 
'(0,1]'' nf 
if Hi = 0; 
— 1)，if "1—0; 27ri/it 
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It suffices to establish / � � e 2 “ < , » - ) � d : r + 0. We write - 7j = ("1’ ••.’//“)，then 
/zjfc cannot be non-zero integers by (F — r ) A 忍^  = {0}, we thus have 
• 
Theorem 2.3.4 allows us to focus on the integer set B in order to determine 
whether the spectrum exists. In the next chapter, we will be focusing on the tiling 
set and spectral properties of finite set of integers, then we will use Theorem 2.3.3 
to obtain new examples of spectral sets in R^. 
Chapter 3 
Spectral theory on discrete 
groups 
In this chapter, we will turn our investigation of the spectnims of an integer 
tile to the study of the spectral properties in discrete groups G in R'^ . There are 
two types of discrete groups to be considered in this chapter. The first is finite 
abelian groups of the form Z叫 x ... x Z^^, where Z^ := Z/mZ, the second type 
would be the infinite group In both cases, we let B be a finite subset of the 
groups and be the counting measure on B, then we shall see whether there is 
an exponential orthonormal basis in L'^{5b)' We will also see whether they will 
tile G. Since their L^-spaces are of finite dimensions, there are no convergence 
problems. We will see if the spectrum is of the form of finite union of cosets of 
Z^, results in discrete group will be applicable. Furthermore, if the cosets are 
rational, we can reduce the problem to finite group. It provides a way to show 
that all bounded tiles are spectral sets in dimension 1; it also serves as the basis 
for disproving the Fuglede conjecture in R"，for c/ > 3. In this chapter, the tiles 
in are assumed to be bounded. 
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3.1 Finite groups and Z^ 
For simplicity, we only consider the finite group G = Z^. Results can clearly 
be generalized to Z^i x … x IL�.Let B := {^ ?1’ …’ bp] be a subset of G, and 6b 
be the counting measure on B, which means (5b(丑）二 許、B n E). The Fourier 
transform of 5b is given by 
As in the last chapter, we let 
2(Sb) ：= {( ： SsiO 二 0}. 
We start with the proposition concerning the existence of spectrum on L'^{6b)-
Proposition 3.1.1. Let B := {6i,.... bp} be finite set of distinct points in G = 
Z^, then B admits a spectrum A = {AI,..., AP} if and only if # A = p, A C 
(丄Z m)"，a n d the matrix 
/=1”"’P 
is unitary. 
Proof. Note that is finite, so all functions f in L?{5B) can be uniquely ex-
pressed as f = ^beB so L'^{6b) is finite dimensional with dimension 
P-
Suppose B admits a spectrum A, then = p follows readily from dimL'^{6B)= 
p. From the orthonormality of {e?叫入“：0}’ 观 have H*H = I. Finally, Since 
BcG,f defined on B must satisfy f{b + 7) = f{b) for a l l 6 G B , 7 G {mZY. In 
particular, e?"咖’好）》=e?冗《入“办》.Putting 7 = (m，0’...’0)’ we have e ?冗…,！爪 = 1， 
and hence Ai,i 6 ；J^Z爪.Similarly, we can show for other Xij. This completes 
one direction of the proof. For the converse, orthonormality is clear from the 
unitary property of the matrix, and the basis property follows from = p, and 
A C (去 g u a r a n t e e s that the basis functions lies in L^((5b). • 
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Another way to stay Proposition 3.1.1 is that 63(7 一 7') = 0 for all 7,7' 6 F, 
7 ¥ 7'，or r — r C Z(S^) U {•}• Also, A C i ^ Z m ^ means that the spectrum 
must lie in the dual group G of G. 
We will call a matrix H a Hadamard matrix of dimension p if H*H = pi and 
all entries has absolute value 1. A log-Hadamard matrix is the matrix [log H]ij := 
such that [e2冗让、 forms a Hadamard matrix. The theorem above 
says that hij =�6“ Xj) forms a log-Hadamard matrix. For convenience, we will 
identify the finite set B := {fei，...，6p} C as row vectors and its spectrum 





and A = A, A, 
Therefore, the theorem says that A is spectrum of B if and only if BA is a 
log-Hadamard matrix and A C {-^ZmY. 
Turning to the case of Z � w e also consider a finite subset B C Z*^ , and define 
the counting measure 5b as before. The spectral criterion is similar to Proposition 
3.1.1，except the spectrum will be lying inside T". We just state the proposition 
without proof. 
Proposition 3.1.2. Proposition 3.1.1 holds the same if G = and A C T". 
We can have the notion of a tile in a finite group G as in R'^ . A subset B 
in a finite group G is called a tile if there exists J C G such that every g e G 
can be uniquely written as g = b + t ior some b e B and t e J , we denote 
this by G = B ® J . The following theorem exhibits close relations between 
tiling property of finite group and the tiling property of Let Cn ：= [0, nY ：= 
{ ( 2 : I R . . , : R D ) e Z � 0 S : r i < n } 
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Theorem 3.1.3. [44，32] T := {U, ....h} C Cm is a tile in Z^ if and only if for 
all n E N, the sets Sn-=T+ (mCn) are tiles m 
Proof. Suppose T is a tile in Z^, then T ® J = I^n. This will imply that 
r e j e (mcy © mnU^ = Z ^ e (mCn) e mnZ"^ = 
Hence SN © [ J © MNZ^) = Z � t h i s completes one side of the proof. 
Conversely, we suppose that 5„ is a tile in for all n. Choose n to be a very 
large number and n � m (for example n = jri^), let E to be the tiling set of 
consider I � n (for example I = ti"), let E/ := {a G S : (a + 5„) fl C/ ^ 0} and 
the annulus A : = [_m,mn + mY 一 [m，mn — m)". 
Note that 并Sn = k i / and all ^/-translates of are contained in the cube 
( - m n , I + muY, we have 
^ (/ + 2innY 
- knd . 
Next we estimate the number of elements in A: 
= {mn + 2m)d 一 (mn 一 2m)d = 4dm(mn广 i + m^. < 5dm(mn广i， 
for n is sufficiently large. We then have the following: 
I M M ) < ( / + : ) “ ) = + 2 匪 ) < ( / -
(Here, we have used m < n <C /). We can now conclude that S/ + 4 cannot cover 
the cube Q-m ： = [ 0 , 1 - m Y . 
Take a point x G Q-m 一 (S/ + A) and let C^ := x-\-[0, mY. Clearly, C^ c Q. 
Therefore, if ex + 5„ intersects C^, then a e S,. On the other hand, by our choice 
oi X, X ^ a A. Note x cannot be in the unbounded component of a + A, since 
otherwise cr + 5„ intersects C® cannot hold. Hence, x must be inside the bounded 
component and hence C® C cr + [0，rrm)义 This implies ((7-|-5n)nC^ = x + a + T. 
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Finally, by the tiling property of C ; = + ^n) n C二，where each 
intersection is non-empty. We have 
This means T tiles Z^. • 
The first proof of this theorem was done by Tao in [44]. This proof is from 
32], it is more general and clearer. 
We now present the counterpart of Theorem 3.1.3 in the spectral property 
side. 
Theorem 3.1.4. [21] Let n e N, T C G = {ZmY Then ：= T + mC„ is a 
spectral set in for all n if and only if T is spectral in G. 
Proof. Suppose T := {“，."’is spectral in G, let L := {/i,...,/r} be its spec-
trum and li e Zm. Denote B := mCn and note that it is a group and its dual 
group B = ( 士 i s its spectrum. Let A = L + B, we see that = # r . 
and write Ai = /f + bi, and A2 = Ij + h 
. 、 —-— 
Ss„(Ai - A2) = 6t* SB{XI - A2) 
= 一 A2)(JB(AI 一 入2). 
If 6< — bj, b y � 6 ’ U - Ij) 6 Z, we have 一 Az) = S(石i -bj) = 0. On the other 
hand, if bi = bj, 6t{Xi -入2) = ^Ah 一 h) = 0, by the spectral property of L. This 
establishes the orthonormality, since L'^ {6sr,) is of dimension •并B. 
Conversely,we note that 
茫 6€B s=l j=0 
hence, we have the following characterization of zeros of Sb, 
:= {x e ： 3 j e {1,…’ d] and veZ, such that nf? ; and Xj = — } . 
mn 
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Let Q be the cube {(xi, ： 0 < Xi < 丄)}. Observe that G = {a; G 
T^ : Xj = e Z爪，for all j}, so (G + (Q - Q)) n = Suppose 
now that A C T^ is the spectrum of Sn, so that # A = = . For 
V 6 {0，1，.",71- l}d’ define 
5v ：= {x G A ： X G ( — , … ， — ) + g + ( — ) for some p G Z ’ L mn mn m m 
Since there are n" sets of S � w h i c h form a partition of A, it follows that there 
exists some u for which > 
Next, we choose a sufficiently large n，so that any translate of Q contains at 
most one point of the spectrum. This is possible since Q — Q contains no points of 
Z(Sb) and Z(St) ((5t(0) = 1 > 0 and it is continuous so that it stays away from 
zero in a small neighborhood of 0). Furthermore, we can choose n even larger so 
that for all g e G such that 6t{9) + 0, we have p + (Q - Q) doe not intersect 
If now that x,y € 5u, then x-y eG + {Q-Q). As we know that (G + (Q -
Q))门 = 0 and 6s,,{x 一?/) = St{x - y)6B{x - y), we must have 
x- y e Z{6t). 
Finally, for each x e T"，define P{x) = 2 where z is the unique point in G so 
that X e z + Q. Let r := {P{x) : x G S^}. Then our choice of n will force that if 
x,ye Su, then x-ye Z[5T) and x-yez^(Q-Q) with g edn 石)• On 
the other hand, we can see that # r > #7"，thus we obtain a spectrum of T, this 
completes the proof. • 
3.2 Rational spectrums and tiling sets 
Using the results in the last section, we can now establish relations between 
the spectral criterion for finite union of cubes and spectral criterion in discrete 
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groups. The theorem below is more general than the one in Theorem 2.3.4, in 
the sense that the spectrum is not assumed to be of the form Z*^  + F (See [32]). 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let fl = [ 0 , + B, where B CIJ^ is a finite set. Then B is 
a spectral set in Z^ if and only if Q is a spectral set in R^. Moreover, B is a 
spectral set in {Zni) x • •. x {Z^^) if and only if ft admits a rational spectrum . 
Proof. For the first statement, we first suppose that 5 is a spectral set in 
with a spectrum F C TT� then # r = and r - r C U {0}. We have 
A := Z" + r is a spectrum for Q by Theorem 2.3.4. 
Conversely, suppose n is a spectral set in K…By Corollary 2.1.6, the density of 
A is equal to m{Q,)=并B. Hence there exists a point k C such that k + [0， 
contains at least points of A. Take exactly oi them and translate them 
back to [0, to form a collection F. Using the identity (2.8), we have for each 
7i，Ij e r ’ 7i # 
0 = Xn(7i - 7j) = ^B^i - 7j)xi^5(7i 一 7j). 
As (7i — 7j) 0 Z � s o x�o,i]47i — I j ) + 0. Hence, Ssi'yi 一 7j) = 0. This shows that 
r is a spectrum of B. 
For the second statement, the proof works analogously as above and the spec-
trum we find in the proof is clearly rational. • 
Theorem 3.2.1 shows that the existence of a rational spectrum in finite union 
of cubes in R'^  and that in finite groups are equivalent. Indeed, we have a stronger 
result in tiling set. Under rationality assumption of tiling set, we can determine 
the structure of the tiles, and integer tiles are indeed the basic ingredient of all 
bounded traiislational tiles in 
Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose a bounded measurable set Q, tiles by a tiling set J = 
{{N{L)x---x[Nd1))+A where Ac Z" with {A-A)n{{NiZ)x-. -x{NdZ)) = {0}. 
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Then has the partition up to measure zero of the form 
J 
n = + Bj) (3.1) 
j=l 
where Qj, and Bj satisfies 
(i) each Bj C I在 satisfies A® Bj = Zn^ X • • • X ZYV^ . 
(a) each Q,j is measurable and j j ^ i Qj = [0, up to measure zero. 
In this case, each Bj C IL也 has cardinality � . “ . 
It means that the tiles can be thought as a finite partition of the unit cubes 
and replicate each partition 并Bj times and put it into the space according to 
Theorem 3.2.2 (i). If all Bj are equal, the tile Q must be an integer tile. 
Proof. For each x e [0，1]�let 
B{x) := {beZ'^ :x + ben}. 
By boundedness of there is only finite number of B such that B = B{x). 
Define 
Qb ：= {x e [0, l]"^: B{x) = B}. 
Note that each Qb is measurable. Indeed one can easily show that 
fis ：= U l V = [ 0 ’ l ] h ( p | ( Q - 6))， 
BCB' beB 
and this set is measurable. On the other hand, if 5 # B ' ， n = T h i s 
allows us to show that 
^ B = N B \ U QBUI.}, 
xe(z<i\B) 
and Qb is therefore measurable. 
We now discard those Qb of measure zero, and retain the rest with labeling 
By our construction, the expression (3.1) holds. 
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By the tiling condition of we have 
J 
Rd = Q-\-A + {NiZ) X . . . X (NdZ) = [ j { n j + B j + A + { N i Z ) x … x (NdZ)) (3.2) 
j=i 
Since (3.2) represents a tiling and Qj are of positive measure, disjoint to each 
other and satisfies Uj=i = [0，1]义 Qj must appear in all translates of unit 
square. This implies that Bj + A + {NiZ) x … x {NdZ) = Z" uniquely. These 
shows both (i) and (ii). • 
The following corollary shows that characterize the structure of integer tiling 
sets. 
Corollary 3.2.3. J = ((NiZ) x … x (NdZ)) + A where AcZ"^ with (乂 -乂）n 
{(NiZ) X • •. X (NdZ)) = {0} is a tiling set for some Q.cR'^ if and only if A tiles 
the finite group Z^v! x •. . x H � ‘ 
Proof. The necessity follows from (ii) in Theorem 3.2.2. For the sufficiency, just 
take B + [ 0 , w h e r e A® B = Zj^, x • - • x Zyv,. • 
A tiling set J is called periodic if there exists t such that J + t = J , We can 
easily show that if J is periodic and J C then J = { { N I L ) x … x ( N D L ) ) + A . 
We do not know whether all tiles must have periodic tiling or whether they can 
admit integer tiling (the tiling set are integers) after rescaling of the size of tiles. 
However, it is easy to see some tiles may admit irrational tiling. For example, 
unit square admit tiling J = {(0,0), (1，0)，(7’ 1)，(1 + 7 ’ 1)} + 2Z2，where 7 is 
irrational. In the rest of the chapter, we will work on integer periodic tiling set. 
Now we suppose Q. tiles Rd with integer periodic tiling set stated in Corol-
lary 3.2.3, and see whether the tile using such tiling set is spectral. There is a 
conjecture stronger than the Fuglede's conjecture given in [28 • 
Universal Spectrum Conjecture: Let J := {N{1) x • •. x (A^ Z^) + A, where 
A C admits factorization A® B = (Zyy^ J x . . . x ( Z �） . T h e n any tiles 
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using J as tiling set must have the same spectrum A given by U^ + F, for some 
T C T J ^ Z x - . - x ^ Z . 
The spectrum of the above conjecture is called the universal spectrum of J. 
One example for which this conjecture is valid is that if the tiling set is a lattice F, 
Then by Theorem 2.2.2 all tiles using F are fundamental domains which admits 
universal spectrum r*. We now show that the existence of a universal spectrum 
can be verified by checking integer tiles only. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let J := {NiZ)X"-x {NdZ)-\-S with S C Z". Then J admits 
a universal spectrum A = Z" + r，for some T C ^ Z x .. • x ^ Z if and only if F 
is a spectrum for all S such that S ® B = {ZA J^ X . . . x (Z^vJ. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial since the assumption implies that A = Z^ + r is a 
spectrum for B + [0,1)^ Theorem 3.2.1 shows that F is spectrum for 3. 
Conversely, let Q be a tile with tiling set J . Then 
J 
j=i 
as in Theorem 3.2.2. In particular, m{Q)=非Bi = # r is an integer. We need 
to show that {e?冗力：A G A} is orthogonal, then we can apply Theorem 2.3.3 
to conclude that fi admits a spectrum A. 
Let A = m + 7 and X' = m' + 7'，then 
九 JnBj 
If 7 ^ 7'，then our assumption with Proposition 3.1. 
SbjI'J — 7') = 0. If 7 = 7'，then m^m! and hence 
[e2�A—"(ir = ^ ^ ^ ^ [ 
产i�A-A'’力虹 
1 shows that Sbj{X - A')= 
饥 ' ’ 〜 工 = 0 . 
• 
Finally, it should be remarked that whether a spectral set can admit a rational 
spectrum or not is still an open question in all dimensions. 
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3.3 Fuglede's Problem in R^ 
We now apply some previous results to explore the Fuglede's conjecture in R^  
which seems to be more tractable. We begin with the structure of tiling sets of a 
bounded translational tile in which has been well-understood in the paper of 
Lagarias and Wang [27]. We summarize it in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Suppose a bounded set T tiles R^  by translation then 
(i) the tiling set J must be periodic with period A. “ 
(a) The minimal period of the tiling set is an integral multiple ofm{T). 
(Hi) If we write the tiling set as 
J 
J = + OG J , 
j=i 
then all rj are rational multiples of 
We will omit the proof. But we will apply the result to classify the integer 
tiling sets. 
Proposition 3.3.2. Let J C Z be a tiling set of some tiles in M}. Then there 
exist 71 G N and A,B CZ such that (i) A® B = Z^, and (ii) J = A + nZ. 
Proof. Since all tiling set in M} must be periodic, and now J" C Z, so the period 
must be integers. Let n be its period, then J = A + nZ, by Theorem 3.2.3, 
A® B = Zn • 
There is a long history of studying of the factorization of the group Z. It 
dates back to 1930's and 1940's, when Hajos, De Bruijn studied the factorization 
of finite abelian groups, which solved numerous conjectures on the Geometry of 
Number proposed by Minokowski. Their study showed deep connections between 
integer tiling and number theory. For details concerning the development on 
these topics, see [39] and [40 . 
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Note also that by translation there is no loss of generality to assume A C 
Z+ U {0} and 0 € 乂. Hence we can define the polynomial associated with A by 
Pa{X) = Y . X \ 
aeA 
We will investigate the cyclotomic polynomial factors of Pa- Recall that cyclo-
tomic polynomial (工）is the minimal polynomial of the primitive n^^ root of 
unity. 
Basic properties of cyclotomic polynomial are listed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.3. (i) - 1 = Hdin ^dW； 
(a) If p is a prime, then = 1 + :r + …+ x^'^ and ^pa+i{x) = $p(a;P�). 
(in) 
0， i f s = 1; 
^s(l) = p, if s = j f ; 
1，otherwise, 
(iv) = ^sp(^) i/p is prime and p\s; 
= ^sW^spl^) if V is prime but p\ s. 
The cyclotomic polynomials are related to tiling in the following way. 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let n be a positive integer and A,B be two finite sets of integers, 
then the following are equivalent 
(i)AeB = Zn, 
(ii) P^WPBW = 1 + 0： + ... + a;"-^  (mod 一 1 ；. 
(Hi) n = P^{1)PB(1) and for every t\n, divides either PA{X) or P B { X ) . 
Lemma 3.3.3 can be found in many algebra books and Lemma 3.3.4 is obvious. 
See e.g. [1]. 
There are two conditions on P乂 of special interest, let 
<S4 = { s : s = p � f o r some prime p and a > 0, ^s{oo)\Pa{x)}. (3.3) 
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Coven and Meyerowitz in [1] introduced the two properties on Pa{x): 
(T2) : If si,...,sn are distinct prime powers in Sa, then 
They showed that (Tl), (T2) are sufficient to get tilings and are both necessary 
under the condition that contains at most two prime factors. 
Theorem 3.3.5. Suppose -4 C U {0} is a finite set Then, 
(i) If (Tl) and (T2) holds, then A tiles the integers with period N = /.c.m.(S^). 
Conversely, 
(ii) If A is an integer tile, then (Tl) holds. 
(in) If contains at most two prime factors and A is an integer tile, then 
(T2) holds. 
Proof. We only prove the first two, the last one involves an inductive characteri-
zation of A and is lengthy, it will not be presented here. 
Suppose (Tl) and {T2) holds, we construct B so that condition(iii) of Lemma 
3.3.4 holds. To do that, we define 
TM 工 ) = n 似一'))， 
where the product is taken over all prime power factors s of N, but excluding those 
in Sa, and a(s) is the largest factor of N relative prime to s. By construction 
A{l)B{\) = N. 
We now prove that the statement in Lemma 3.3.3(iii) holds. Let < > 1 be a 
factor of N, and write t = ti-'-tm as product of distinct prime powers. If every 
ti e Sa, then by (T2), Otherwise, suppose some U 贫 then 
少ti (一“))|Ps(工).Note that r :=念 is relative prime to U and by the definition of 
a{ti), r |a(i i) and so 少rti(工)|尸s(工)by Lemma 3.3.3(iv). This establishes Lemma 
3.3.4(iii). Note that all s are prime powers, so the coefficients of Pb are non-
negative, and Lemma 3.3.4(ii) concludes that all coefficients are indeed 0 or 1. 
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For the second statement, we let A be an integer tile, then 乂 ® ^ = Z;v for 
some and N. Let R be the set of all prime power factors of N. By Lemma 
3.3.4 (iii), for every factor t{> 1) of N�we have <J>t(a:) divides or PB(X). 
This means R C S a ^ J Sb. A S / ^ L ) 么 I l . E S ^ 少s � and P ^ � � U S E S , 少 � � ’ 
we have, using Lemma 3.3.4 (iii) again, 
N = 2 n 少s � n 巾 2 n 少乂 1 ) = ^ 
s£Sa s€Sb teR 
This shows 二 rUs_4 and (Tl) holds. • 
The following proposition concerns other tiling period of A. 
Proposition 3.3.6. Suppose AcZ'^U {0} is a finite set, and P4 satisfies (Tl) 
and (T2). Let N = Z.c.m.(<S乂）. Then ifA®B = ZM, N divides M. 
Proof. Let s € S儿 by Lemma 3.3.4, A(x)B{x) = 1 + 2： + ... + 工六/-1. This implies 
that + + + But + + = IldiAJ.dM ^dW： and are 
irreducible, so <I>s(工）must be one of the (工).Hence s\M, and we have N\M. 
• 
The (Tl) and (T2) conditions are also sufficient to obtain a spectrum on Z^. 
This is due to Laba [23 . 
Theorem 3.3.7. Let A be finite set of non-negative integers which satisfy (Tl) 
and (T2), then A is a spectral set in Z^, where N = Z.c.m.(SU). 
Proof. We have to construct A C ^Zat and = so that - \j) = 0 if 
At, Aj e A, Xj. The construction of A is as follows: 
u 
A := { ^ — ： fca e {0，1’ ...，p - 1} if s = pO.} 
seSA ^ 
After factoring out the l.c.m. of Sa, we easily see that A C jjZ^. We then check 
that - Xj) = 0. Note that 
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write N = and Aj - Xj = 二 6,, where 
^ ks 
where Ay G {-Pi + 1, ...,Pi - 1}. If bi ^ 0, we further write 
ki 
bi = 
where Pi is the largest exponent such that pf G and k ^ 0. Moreover, ki 
Pi 
is not divisible by pi. Hence, 
^^  Pi* 
where I is not divisible by all pi. Hence, all elements in 八 are distinct. (Tl) 
implies that there are exactly N elements. By (T'2), 卩3,„ (:r)|P_4(x). As 
we get _P_4(e2^�A*-"^�)=0. This completes the proof. • 
We are now ready to combine all the previous work and obtain a sufficient 
condition for one side of the Fuglede's conjecture of bounded tiles. 
Theorem 3.3.8. Suppose all non-negative integer tiles in R^ satisfies {T2), then 
all integer tiles has a spectrum. In particular, with {T2) assumption satisfied for 
all integer tiles, all bounded tiles in Ri are spectral sets. 
Proof. Let A be any sets tiling the integers, then by translation, we can assume 
it to be non-negative, it is assumed to satisfy (T2) and it always satisfy (Tl) by 
Theorem 3.3.5，so it has a spectrum by Theorem 3.3.7. 
For the second statement, let Q be a tile with tiling set J = MZ + S, (it 
is always possible to assume m{Q) is an integer). We show that J admits a 
universal spectrum, then Q, must be a spectral set. 
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By Lemma 3.3.2, 5 0 5 = ZM for some B C Z. B satisfies (T2) by our 
assumption and it always satisfies (Tl), so B has a spectrum F C j^Z with 
N = /.c.m.(5s) by Theorem 3.3.7. By Proposition 3 . 3 . 6 ， H e n c e we have 
r C j fZ C ^ Z . We now claim that Z + F is a universal spectrum for J . To do 
this, we use Theorem 3.2.4 by checking all integer tile B' + [0,1] using J as tiling 
set admits the spectrum Z + F. 
Since S is fixed and B' ®S = Zm, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), Sb = Sb'. Since the 
spectrum found depends only on the set Sb, SO A is also a spectrum for B'. This 
completes the proof. • 
We remark that the (T2) assumption is difficult to check in general. However, 
if a tile is explicitly given, the condition is easily checked by computer. Up to 
now, all integer tiles we know satisfy (T2); if we want to find non-(T2) tiles, 
then the number of prime factors to be contained should be fairly large. It is 
also interesting to see that (T2) condition also appears in spectral self-similar 
measure, we will see it in the last chapter. 
3.4 Failure of Puglede's Conjecture in M ,^ d > 3 
With the understanding of spectral properties of finite group in Section 3.1, 
we can disprove the Fuglede's conjecture in high dimensions. The counterexample 
is given by union of huge number of cubes. The idea starts with the Tao matrix 





























iogr = i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 2 2 
0 1 0 2 2 1 
0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 2 2 1 0 1 
0 2 1 2 1 0 
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(mod 1). 
and let A! be the set of all column vectors of the matrix 
Note that the module operation is irrelevant to making a log-Hadamard matrix 
since = 1 for any integers m. The above this shows that row vectors in Bi is 
a spectral set in (Za)'^  with column vectors in Ai as spectrum by Theorem 3.1.1. 
However, Bi above is not a tile in (Zs^ since Bi has 6 elements while (Zs^ has 
34 elements. As 6 does not divide 3'^ , so Bi does not tile ( Z � ” . Recently, the 
above argument has been modified to (Zg)^ due to the following decomposition 
Let Bi be the set of all row vectors of the matrix on the 
Note that we can decompose log T as: 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 2 
1 0 2 2 
1 2 0 1 
2 2 1 0 
2 1 2 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 2 2 
0 1 0 2 2 1 
0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 2 2 1 0 1 
0 2 1 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 2 
1 0 2 2 
1 2 0 1 
2 2 1 0 
2 1 2 1 
2 - 3 2 - 3
 2 - 3
 2 - 3 















2 - 3 2 - 3
 2 - 3
 2 - 3 
000
 1 1 3 
o o
 1 - 3
 o 
o







of the log-Hadamard matrix [22 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 4 2 6 6 2 
0 2 4 1 5 6 
0 6 3 4 2 7 
0 6 7 2 4 3 
0 2 6 5 1 4 
hgK = -
0 0 
n 2 4 1 5 6 
U 8 8 8 8 8 
n 6 3 4 2 7 
U 8 8 8 8 8 
n 6 7 2 4 3 
U 8 8 8 8 8 
(mod 1) 
(3.4) 
Note that 6 does not divide so that the set B containing the row vectors of 
the first matrix of right hand side of (3.4) is a spectral set with spectrum A, the 
set of column vectors of the second matrix of right hand side of (3.4), but is not 
a tile in (Zs)^. We conclude the following theorem from this simple observation. 
Theorem 3.4.1. For each d > 3, there exists a finite set B in {ZsY such that B 
is a spectral set but it is riot a tile. 
Proof. If d 二 3, the set B has been shown above to satisfy the theorem. If d > 3, 
we embed B and A into {Z^Y via the mapping i : (a, 6, c, d) —»• (a, 6, 0...,0). 
Then we see that i[B]2[A] = logT, so preserving the spectral property but 6 does 
not divide 8 � s o z[B] is not tile in (Zs)^. • 
The theorem shows that spectral sets implies tiles, of the Fuglede's conjecture 
is false in (ZsY, for any d > 3. We can now use the above examples to disprove 
the Fuglede's conjecture is false on R" for d > 3 . 
Theorem 3.4.2. For each d > 3, there exists finite set B c Z'^ such that it is 
spectral but it is not a tile. Hence，there exists sets given by Q. = B + [0, such 
that it is spectral in but it is not a tile. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 3.4.1，for d > 3 there exists B C Zg which is spectral 
but not a tile in Let 二 S + 8{0,1，…’ n - 1}"，Theorem 3.1.3 shows that it 
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is not a tile in for some n, but is still spectral in IL在 for any n by Theorem 3.1.4. 
Finally, we simply apply Theorem 3.2.1 to conclude that for some n, Bn + [0, 
is spectral in the R � b u t it is clearly not a tile in [0，1]… • 
For the other implication of the Fuglede's conjecture, it can also be proved 
to be false in high dimension. The idea of constructing such sets also starts with 
Tao's Hadamard matrix [21]. We will find that tiles without spectra in some finite 
abelian groups. However, the major difficulty of the construction is the lack of 
necessary conditions for the existence of spectra. To complement this, we let G 
be a finite group, and J \s a. tiling set, F is called a universal spectrum of the 
tiling set J if all tiles in G using J as tiling set admits the same spectrum r. 
We shall see that in the finite group G = (Ze)^, there exists tiling set with no 
universal spectrum. The main idea of the construction is to think of the spectrum 
as tile in the dual group, the universal spectrum would be its tiling set. 
Example 3.4.3. [21] Let G = and E = {0,el, where Cj = (0， 
Then the set E tiles G but has no universal spectrum in G. 
0) . 
Proof. Note that E should be thought of as tiling set, but in finite group, it can 










0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 2 
0 2 2 1 
2 0 1 2 
2 1 0 1 
1 2 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 2 2 4 4 
0 2 0 4 4 2 
0 2 4 0 2 4 
0 4 4 2 0 2 
0 4 2 4 2 0 
:=-E'K. 
6 
As in Section 3.1，we identify tiles as row vectors and spectrum as column vectors; 
we also identify G as ^G, so that the column vectors of ^K lies in G. 
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Let H be the subgroup of G containing only even coordinates in the numerator, 
then K CH. Note that = and = (5,soK cannot tile H. Suppose K 
tiles G, then K ® L = G ioi some L. In particular, for all h e H, h = k + I for a 
unique k e K, I E L. But k E H, this means / 6 H also. This would then imply 
K tiles H using L, which is a contradiction. Hence K cannot tile G either. 
We now show that there exists tiles To, ..,Ti4 using E as tiling set, but has no 
common spectrum. 
Take the vector VQ = | (1,2,3,4,5) and define the group homomorphism 0 : 
G — IZe by 
</)(f) = {vo,^ (mod 1). 
Then 0 is one to one on E and </>[五]—^Ze, by the first isomorphism theorem of 
groups, To := ker0 will be tile with tiling set E. Note that for any multiples of 
Vq, say kwo, we have 
= = # ker — 0 
teker(/) 
Hence, 2vo = | (2 ,4 ,0 ,2 ,4) and AVQ = *(4’2’0,4’2) is not in Now, we 
permute the coordinates of VQ to obtain iTi, and different kernels Ti, ...,Ti4 
as tiles using tiling set E. Each ZIST^) will omit some vectors in K - K. Finally, 
we get that 
14 
( f l 喊))n(K-K) = cP (3.5) 
i=0 
If we have a universal spectrum F for E, then F would be spectrum for each Ti, 
by Theorem 3.1.1’ # r = and r - r C (门;1 � 2 ( € ) ) U {0}. But this would 
follow from (3.5) that {r-T)n{K-K) = {0}. Moreover, # r . = # 5 . This 
means that T^K = G, which contradicts to K in not a tile in G, hence universal 
spectrum for E cannot exist. • 
The Example 3.4.3 leads to the failure of the Fuglede's conjecture in finite 
groups. 
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Example 3.4.4. [21j Let G = Z | x Z15 and T = Ujio(/j + 苟)，where f j = 
(0,..., 0, j ) and Tj are the sets constructed in Example 3.4-3 by extending 0 in the 
last coordinates， then the set T tiles G but it is not spectral. 
Proof. Clearly, T tiles G since f j + Tj tiles Zg x {j}. We just need to show it 
does not have the spectral property. 
Let X, H be the set defined in Example 3.4.3 with last coordinates extended 
to be 0. The same argument as before shows that K cannot tile G. 
Suppose Q is a spectrum of T, then 倘=Q�15 and Q-Qc z f y U {0}. 
Consider any k e K, where k is vector k e K with last coordinates extended to 
be zero, we have 
j:-0 j=0 
because each term is non-negative (since each Tj are subgroup of G) and at least 
one term is greater than zero by our construction. Hence Z(ST) n (A^ - = 0. 
This means that (Q - Q )门 ( K - K) = {0}. Moreover, . = g , so 
Q % K = G. This is a contradiction since K does not tile G. Thus, T cannot 
have a spectrum. • 
We remark that a more recent result towards this direction is the group G = 
Z24 admits tiles without universal spectrum. The idea is to decompose the matrix 
log/C in (3.4) as follows: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 4 2 6 6 2 
0 2 4 1 5 6 
0 6 3 4 2 7 
0 6 7 2 4 3 







20 3 23 
1 20 18 
21 2 4 
14 7 11 
0 0 去 0 0 丢 
0 ^^ r 0 ：^  0 A 
0 H 0 “ 2 4 24 
：=F 乙(mod 1). 
(3.6) 
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Note that L does not tile the dual group, we just need to find tiles with tiling 
set T and the common zeros of their Fourier transforms does not contain L - L. 
This can be done by figuring out the homomorphism induced by some vectors 
which is similar to Example 3.4.3. Details can be found in [6 . 
Finally, we can also apply similar procedure in Theorem 3.4.1 to disprove the 
other implication of the Fuglede's conjecture. 
Theorem 3.4.5. For each d>3, there exists finite sets B CZ^ such that it is a 
tile but it is spectral set. 
Proof. It suffices to find a 3-dimensional finite group which has a tile but is not 
a spectral set. Then we extend it to examples in R" using the procedure as in 
Theorem 3.4.2. 
To find such finite group, we consider (忍24)3 and the set F defined in (3.6). 
Let To,…,Tjn_i be all tiles using F as tiling set and p be a prime such that p > m 
and. Similar to Example 3.4.4, we make 
m - l p-1 
j=0 j=m 
where f j = ( 0 , 0 , j) . Then T C (^24)^ x Zp is a tile but not a spectral set. Now 
note that (^24)^ x Zp is isomorphic to (忍之彳尸 x Zap, hence (224)2 x Zap admits a 
tile without any spectrum. This is our required 3-dimensional finite group. 
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In conclusion, it is shown that neither side of the conjecture is correct for 
dimension 3 or higher, but it remains open in dimension 1 or 2. It is seen that 
the decomposition of Hadamard matrices of root of unity plays an important role. 
For and we do not have suitable example for the decomposition. While in 
dimension 1，evidences in Section 3.3 suggest that the conjecture is still true. 
Chapter 4 
Self-similar tiles in R 
In this chapter, we study the traiislational tiles arising from the iterated func-
tion systems. We will focus on affine linear functions from which some digit sets 
can determine the tiling nature. In Ri, we will relate them with the integer tiles 
we considered in the last chapter. Furthermore, they are also crucial in the study 
of the spectrum. Finally, we will also obtain some criterion on the cyclotomic 
factors of the polynomial representing the digit sets. 
4.1 Basics of self-similar tiles 
We will focus our consideration of the self-similar sets in E^ Let 6 > 2 be an 
integer, and V = {do,…’ c^-i} be a subset of R^ which we will call it a digit set. 
Consider the iterated function system {(f)i}\ZQ defined by 
(l)i{x) = b-\x + di), 0<i<b-l. 
It is well-known that such maps are contractions and there exists a unique com-
pact set T = T{h,V) satisfying T = U-Iq M^), if we multiply b on both sides, 
we have, 
6 - 1 
bT = U(T-hdi) = T-hV. 
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Another way to express T[b,T>) is the radix expansion with base b and digit 
d e V , i.e. 
oo 
k=l 
Such sets has attracted considerable attentions over the past decade, not only 
because of its self-similarity properties and its fractal nature, but also the tiling 
property. Lagarias and Wang [25] showed that, 
Theorem 4.1.1. Suppose T = T{b, V) satisfies T � + (f>, then there is a discrete 
set J cM} such that T is a translational tile with tiling set J . Furthermore, the 
following are equivalent. 
(i)T�^(t>， 
(ii) m(T) > 0， 
(lii) To = T and m{dT) = 0, 
(iv) The elements in ：= {E，二 :必j € T>} are distinct, and 2\oo := 
U二1 T\k is uniformly discrete, i.e. there exists (5 > 0 such that \x 一 工'| > 6 for 
all X, x' G T>b,oo. 
We will omit this proof. We call T 二 了(6, a self-similar tile and V a 
self-similar tile digit set if T satisfies the conditions in the theorem. 
We simplify our situation by adding some assumptions that does not affect the 
generality. Firstly, by observing the radix representation of T(b, T>), if P = V'+x, 
then T(6, V) = T(6, V) + ElSi 础―which does not affect the tiling property. 
We can then assume 0 is the smallest digit. Secondly, according to [27], for every 
self-similar tile digit set, there exists c € M such that V = cV where V' C Z. 
Moreover, by observing the radix representation of T(6, V), \i V = cV, then 
T{b,V) = cT{b, V). Therefore, combining with the first observation, we will 
assume 
T> and g.c.d.(V) = 1 
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Let be a tiling set of T, J is called self-replicating \i J = hj-\-V. Lau and 
Rao [31] showed that self-similar tile in Ri has a unique self-replicating tiling set. 
Theorem 4.1.2. Suppose 巨 D C Z ， = b and g.c.d.(D) = 1. IfT(b, D) is 
a self-similar tile, then: 
(i) there exists unique self-replicating tiling set J with respect to (b,V) with 
J" C Z, 0 G JT" and J is periodic with period b^ for some m. 
(a) If S CZ is periodic and S = bS + T>, then (T, S) is a tiling and S = J. 
This theorem gives a clear picture of the tiling set of self-similar tile. There 
are also many problems relating to the geometry and topology of such tiles, our 
main concern will however be on the tile digit sets which can form self-similar 
tile. The simplest one is: 
Proposition 4.1.3. Let 6 e and b >2. If V is a complete residue (mod b), 
then T(b, V) is a tile. 
Proof. Note that is a complete residue (mod b^'), so it is discrete. Moreover, 
T\oo is clearly uniformly discrete since all are distinct integers, Theorem 4.1.1 
(iv) is satisfied. • 
However, it is not true that all tile digit sets must be of complete residues, 
e.g. P = {0,1,8,9}, T(6, V) = [0，1] U [2，3]. We will give further investigation in 
the following sections. In [26], Lagarias and Wang proposed product-form digit 
set based on radix expansion of real numbers by Odlyzko [35]. 
Definition 4.1.4. Let V C Z+，g.c.d.{V) = \ and b = V is called the 
product-form digit set if 
V = 8o + b^'Si + + 
where S = Sq®Si® ...®Sk is a complete residue (mod b), and 0 < li < I2 < ... < 
Ik.Furthermore, if S = {0,1,2,...,6 - 1}, then T> is called the strict product-form 
digit set 
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Theorem 4.1.5. Let 6 € Z+ and b>2. If V is a product-form of b digits, then 
T{b,T)) is a tile and 
k 
m{T{b,V)) = m{T{b,S))]lmy^. 
t=i 
The main idea of the proof is actually a computation using the radix repre-
sentation of T{b, V) with the digit representation of V in terms of Si： 
r(b’P)=T(b，£:) + («4i’,I + � + « 4 ) M , ) ’ 
where A 山 : = ^ e i j : eij G Si}. Note m{T{b,£)) > 0 by Proposition 4.1.3 
and hence m{T{b, V)) > 0, so it is a self-similar tile. Moreover, it is easy to see 
that («4i,“ + ... + A k j k ) � ^bjk = {YljCo ^Gj : dj E S], so the elements are 
distinct. This implies 
k 
+ … + 乂 二 11(#£：1)“. 
1=1 
We thus obtain the measure identity. 
It is not difficult that product-form cannot cover all tile digit sets, e.g., with 
6 = 4, {0，1,8，25} is a tile digit set not in product-form [26]. Lagarias and Wang 
26] completely classified all tile digit sets of prime power number of digits. In 
31], Lau and Rao proposed a weak product-form structure which is also self-
similar tile digit set, and it completely classified all tile digit sets of pq number of 
elements, p and q are primes. In general, complete classification of tile digit sets 
is still an open problem. 
4.2 Self-similar tile digit sets and spectral prob-
lem 
In this section, we will continue the study on the kind of digit sets can that 
give self-similar tiles. In particular, we will see such digit sets must be taken from 
the integer tiles. We begin with a proposition. 
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Proposition 4.2.1. Let T(b, V) be a self-similar tile and assume that g.c.d.(V)= 
1. Then there is a unique periodic self-replicating tiling set J dJ^ with period h^ 
JOT some m > 0. 
Moreover J = bj ®T>, i.e., every t G J is uniquely expressed as bt' + d for 
some t' e J and d eV. 
Proof. The first part is just a restatement of Theorem 4.1.2. To prove the second 
part, we make use of the fact that J is the unique self-replicating tiling set of 
T = T{b, V), T tiles R^ using J, where we write it as T 0 J = E^ Hence, 
bT^bJ = bR = R. 
Now suppose that bt + d = bt' d! for t,t' e 3�d,d' € V. If t ^ then 
fi({bT + bt) n {bT + bt')) = 0，for i + t'. This implies that 
M((Ui(T + di) + bt) n (Uj(r + dj) + bt')) = 0， 
Hence /[^((T + di + bt) n + dj + bt')) = 0 for all (!“ dj. In particular, this is true 
for d, d', which contradicts to bt + d = bt' + d'. We must have t = and d = d' 
follows immediately. • 
Theorem 4.2.2. Suppose V is a self-similar tile digit set, then V is an integer 
tile. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that g.c.d.(X>) = 1. By Propo-
sition 4.2.1，there exists a self-replicating tiling set J for T(6, X>), 
J = bJ®V, 
and has period b爪 for some m G N. It follows from Proposition 3.3.2 that there 
exist A^B CZ such that 
A® B = Zbm and J ^Beb^Z. 
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Therefore 
Z = 0 J = 乂①（6 J 6 = � （乂 � i ) ^ ® J . 
This implies that V is an integer tile with complementary set A®bB • 
It is easy to see that the converse is not true by the following simple example. 
Example: Let V = {0,6,12,1,7,13} = {0’ 1 } � 6{0，1，2} and let 6 = = 6. 
Then 
P v [ x ) = 2 1 1 2 + + + $ 1 3 = $ 2 ⑷ 巾 9 ⑷ 少 1 8 (工 )， 
V is an integer tile as it satisfies (Tl) and (T2) (Theorem 3.3.5(i)). But T(6, V) 
is not a self-similar tile since + 6X> is not distinct (6 is repeated) and Theorem 
4.1.1 (iv) shows that it is not a tile digit set. 
We can now think of self-similar tile digit sets as proper subclass of integer 
tiles. It is natural to explore the properties of this class of digit sets among the 
integer tiles. We have the following theorem is about the (T2) condition. 
Theorem 4.2.3. Suppose all non-negative self-similar tile digit sets satisfy (T2), 
then all non-negative integer tile digit sets satisfy (72). 
Proof. Let ^ be a non-negative integer tile, then there exists N = pi^-.pj'' and 
B, also non-negative, such that A ® B = Z^. Without loss of generality, assume 
6 ^ {0}, otherwise A is just a complete residue modulo N. Let 
+ NB. 
Then it is a product-form digit set and hence is a self-similar tile digit set. By 
assumption, it satisfies (T2). 
We now show that A will satisfy {T2) also. Let p j^ be distinct prime 
powers in this means that 
for alli = l，〜，s. 
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Note that Pv{x) = PA{OC)PI3{x^), this means that {x)\Pv{x) for all i = 
1，...，s. By (T2) property of T>, we have 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3.4(iii), 1 < Uj < aj. This implies that 
•j-riN 
where K is & natural number since I < Ui < o-j. This means that pu, (x) \ 
PB{X^)- By the irreducibility of cyclotomic polynomial, we have 
This completes the proof. • 
This theorem together with Theorem 3.3.8 reduces the problem of one-dimensional 
Fuglede's conjecture to checking whether all self-similar tile digit sets satisfy (T2). 
We will study this observation in detail in the next section. 
4.3 Kenyon criterion 
One of the most useful criterion in the study of self-similar tile digit sets is 
due to Kenyon [17] which has been widely used in this area [9], [26], [31]. Our 
focus will be on one-dimension case although it also holds in higher dimensions. 
Theorem 4.3.1. (Kenyon criterion) Let V = {0 = do,di, ...,db-i} C Z+. Then 
V is a self-similar tile digit set if and only if for each integer m^O, there exists 
k > \ (depending on m) such that 
爪/b*^) = 0 
where Pv{x) = 
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Strictly speaking, the criterion is just a Fourier transform of characteristic 
function of T, we present a proof for completeness. It can be found in [9], [26]. 
Proof. Note that XT satisfies bT = T-\-V is equivalent to the following refinement 
equation: 
6 - 1 
XT{x) = Y,XT{bx-dj) . (4.1) 
j=o 
Hence T is a tile is equivalent to XT is a L} function satisfying the refinement 
equation (4.1). By taking Fourier transform of xr , we have for all./c > 1 
X^W = M f ) ^ ( f ) 
where 5i{x) = lY^tW^''^^ 
Suppose X> is a self-similar tile digit set, Let m ^ 0, and r = 6&.m，then 
S^(b-^r) = S^(b^-hn) = 1 for all j < k. Hence (4.2) is reduced to = 
Since T is a tile, x t is a compactly supported IJ function. By the 
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, ^ { m ) = linu-—oo ^ {b^'m) = 0. Finally, as x t ( 0 ) = 
m{T) > 0’ so x?(fr) + 0 for large L This implies by (4.2) that Pp(e2"沃）= 
= 0 for some k < I. 
Conversely, Let ujk be the normalized counting measure on R/Z, 
叫 ： = L mod 1)， 
dePb.fc 
then LJk(x) = <h(宝)知(暴)…知(条),By a standard checking the product con-
verges uniformly on compact sets to a continuous function on R (in fact an entire 
function on C). Let f(x) := n £ i ^v(^)- By the Levy's continuity theorem 
([16’ P.167])’ there exists a probability measure /z such that p(x) = f{x) and Uk 
converges weakly to fi. Moreover, the measure can be thought as a measure on 
R/Z. 
From our assumption, we have //(m) = 0 for all m e Z\{0}. Therefore /i 
must be the Haar measure on R/Z. Let x £ R/Z, e > 0 and / be a positive 
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continuous function compactly supported on B{x,e), the ball centered at x and 
radius e, equal 1 on By the weak convergence, we have 
Mm j fduk = j fdfi > 0. 
Hence, all k large, # (6-左2 \ ]0门丑(工， | ) > 0. This shows that the set Ugi^T久.Z^fc 
is dense in R/Z. As T is compact, T C [ - M , M] and hence 
[0,1] C U (T + m). 
m€Z’me 卜 M’M丨 
This means that T + m must have non-empty interior for some m and hence V 
must be self-similar tile digit set. • 
We now establish a connection of the Kenyon criterion with the cyclotomic 
polynomial factors in Pp, this helps reveal the (Tl), (T2) properties. We need a 
simple lemma as preliminary. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Letb>2 be an integer. Then deg($c6) > deg($b) for any integer 
c � 0 . 
Proof. We make use of the Euler function t^(n), the number of positive integers 
that is coprime to n. It is well known that (f{mn) = ip{m)ip{n) for m,n relatively 
prime and = p左一 for p is prime. Moreover deg($/(x)) = (p{l) • 
If c and b are coprime, then 
deg(<J>c6(a:)) = ^{c)ip{b) > deg($6(x)); 
if c and b has only one common prime factor, say p, then we can write c = 
Cip�i，6 = bip^^. Hence 
deg($cb⑷）=P(P�i+a2)4ci)</p(6i) > ipip'^ 'Mh) = deg(<J>b(x)). 
The proof that c and b has more than one prime factors is the same. • 
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Theorem 4.3.3. Let b = p^^ • - •pj!'' be a product of prime powers and let V he a 
self-similar tile digit set. Then 
(i) there exists k > I s.t. $j,fc(x)|Px»(a;). 
(ii) for any subcollection of prime factors {pi^, • • • ,pi^} of b and for any 0 < 
kj < ai- - 1, there exists {vjYj^^ such that vj = kj (mod ai.) and 
伞 ⑷ I 胁 ） • 
Proof, (i) Let m = 1 in the Kenyon criterion, then there exists k"> 1 such that 
= 0. Since is the minimal polynomial for e圳 b � , ^g have 
(ii) We only prove the case that the sub-collection of prime factors contains 
only pi. The general case follows by the same argument. Since deg{^i{x)) — oo 
as / — 00, we can choose a large prime number t such that for all s > 0, 
> degPv(x). (4.3) 
For any 0 < /ci < ai - 1, we can find 0 < A < ai - 1 such that Pit 三 ki (mod 
Qi). (This is possible since i is a prime and thus is therefore a complete 
residue (mod QI).) 
Let m 二 • • •Pk'^Y- By the Kenyon criterion, there exists w e N such 
that 
� ) = 0. (4.4) 
We claim that w <t. Suppose otherwise, w>t. Then 
m/b"" = l / ( p (广-灿 b切-”. 
Write c= (ai- pi)t, then Pp(e2冗梦=0. Since is the mini-
mal polynomial of e?开"。《>"'_'，follows that divides Pp(x) and hence 
(工)< degPp(x). However by Lemma 4.3.2 and (4.3), we have 
deg > deg^>ptibu»-t(;r) > degPp(x), 
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which is a contradiction and the claim is proved. 
Now write 
mlb如=p严-….• .p，-秘) /p(广 
such that the numerator and the denominator are relatively prime. It follows 
from (4.4) that 
巾 p (厂 ' - 0 1 ' )丨尸2 ? (工 ) . 
Let Vi = aiW- Pit. Then as Pit 三 /ci (mod QI), SO Vi = ki (modai) also. Hence 
$pVi(x)|Fp(a:) and this completes the proof. • 
By the second statement of the theorem, there is d j number of prime powers 
of Pi, so self-similar tile digit sets must satisfy (Tl). When we consider the second 
statement for the case with more than one primes, we see that it is weaker than 
the (T2) condition. If the self-similar tile digit set satisfies (r2) , then the single 
prime case in the second statement will imply more prime cases by invoking (T2). 
The following examples exhibits some application of the cyclotomic polyno-
mials and Theorem 4.3.3 to determine whether an integer tile is a self-similar tile 
digit set. 
Example(l:) Let b = 12， 
P = {0 , l}e24{0 ,2}e242{0 ,4 ,8} 




Note that 雜、=12 and Sv = It is direct to check that (Tl) 
and {T2) are satisfied, so V is an integer tile by Theorem 3.3.5(i). Using the sub-
collection {2} in Theorem 4.3.3(ii), we see that there does not exist ？；三 0 (mod 2) 
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such that <J>2v|Pp. Therefore V is not a self-similar tile digit set. Nevertheless, 
巾 123(0：) = ^33.26{x)\Px>{x). It satisfies Theorem 4.3.3(i). 
Example(2:) This example shows that Theorem 4.3.3 is not sufficient to obtain 
a self-similar tile digit set. Let b = 12, and 
V ={0,6，12，72’ 78,84，1，9’ 49’ 57’ 97，105} 
={0} © 2{0,3，6,36’ 39，42} U {1} ® 2{0,4，24,28，48’ 52} 
A direct computation shows that 
Pv{x) = + a;<E)36(x)$72 W). 
We can check directly that it satisfies (Tl) and (T2), so it is an integer tile. Note 
also that Sv = {2i，24’32}. For the sub-collection of prime {2}, {1,4} forms a 
complete residue (mod 2). While the sub-collection of prime {3} and {2} forms a 
complete residue (mod 3). Moreover, so statement (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 4.3.3 are satisfied. However, it is not self-similar tile digit set because 
one can check directly that T> + 12T> is not uniformly distinct (12 is repeated). 
The checking of the Kenyon criterion can be reduced to a smaller class of 
integers. Given a digit pair (6，V) with b = #T>, we let 
Z = {meZ: 冗 如 = 0 for some A; > 0}. 
It is clear from the Kenyon criterion that P is a self-similar tile digit set if and 
only if 2 = Z \ {0}. Let b = p? .. and let 
We define a relation on by u � v if and only if u = vb"^ for some m € Z. It 
is clear that � i s an equivalence relation. 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let u e S. Then u e Z implies the equivalent class [d C Z. 
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Proof. Let e 门 2，then there exists k > 1 such that 冗…/办*"') = 0. For 
V E S and w � i;，we can write v = ub爪 for some m E Z. U m = 0 there is 
nothing to prove. If m > 0, we then let I = k + m > 1, then 
so that V e Z. If m < 0, let n = -rn and write vb"" = u. Then Pvie^""'^) = 0 
implies that 胁 = 0. Hence ^ ^ ( e � 胁 = 0. Note that k - n > \ 
(otherwise 0 = 兀 秘 = Pp(l) = a contradiction). Hence v G 2 and 
completes the proof. 
• 
Theorem 4.3.5. V is a self-similar tile digit set if and only for each u G S, 
there exists m £ [w] and m G Z. 
Proof. The necessity follows readily from the Kenyon criterion (Theorem 4.3.1). 
We need to establish the sufficiency. Note that by Lemma 4.3.4，the assumption 
actually implies that u e Z. 
For 772 a positive integer, write m = pj^ •. .p二知gf . •. g广 where all pi.qj are 
distinct primes. By applying the assumption to u = p^^ - • • pi'', there exists I > 1 
such that = 0. This implies that the cyclotomic polynomial 
where d = g.c.d.(pfi . . . p j ^ b ' ) . (4.5) 
Note that 
…,’vr 
with the Pi's and Qi's being co-prime, and ^^//^(x) is the minimal polynomial of 
the last exponential term. The above expression together with (4.5) imply that 
p^(g27rtm/6') = Q. 
If m is a negative integer, let m = - n for n > 0. By the previous case, there 
exists I > 1 such that /^^(e?冗<”")=• Note e?冗如/卜‘is complex conjugate to 
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e27rin/<>' and Pp(a;) is polynomial with real coefficients, so = 0. This 
completes the case for negative integers. 
Hence by Theorem 4.3.1, P is a self-similar tile digit set. • 
Now suppose that b = one can easily deduce that the equivalent 
classes of S is 
A := .. 1 : 3 i , such that 0 < < cti - 1}. 
For example, if 6 = p", then its 八={[1], [p], ...，[p�—”} which is.a finite set. In 
general, A is not finite. Say if 6 = pq, where p,q are prime, then A = {[1]} U 
{[p""] : m > 1} U : 71 > 1}. We can use this observation to obtain some 
equivalent conditions on tile digit sets of prime powers and pq number in terms 
of its cyclotomic polynomial factors. 
Proposition 4.3.6. Let p, q be distinct primes. Then 
(i) Suppose D C Z+ and b = #T> = p a prime, then V is a self-similar 
tile digit set if and only if there exists {sij^JoS a complete residue mod a, such 
that ^pH (X)\PT){X). 
(a) Suppose b = pq,T> C g.c.d.(V) = 1 and b = = pq, p, q are distinct 
primes, then V is a self-similar tile digit set if and only if there exists (3 >l such 
that for all s G {p，g卢，pg卢，p2/，. • • (or interchange the role 
of p and q). 
Proof, (i) The necessity follows from Theorem 4.3.3(ii). To prove the sufficiency, 
we observe the equivalence classes of S are [1], [ p ] , [ p ® - ” . In view of Theorem 
4.3.5，we only need to check the Kenyon criterion for m = For each 
such p^, pick Sj so that sj = - j (moda), then write Sj = kja - j, (note that 
kj > 1)，then = = 0. 
(ii) The necessity follows from the general classification of pq self-similar tile 
digit set in [31]. They showed that such digit set is of the form 
V 三 SO® B^-% (mod I / ) 
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where SQ = {0’ 1，... ’p — 1} (mod p), and = p{0,...，(g — 1)} (or p and q 
interchanged). We therefore have 
Pso � = 少 P W + (工P -
and 
Pv{x) = + ( 工 - l)H(x) 
for some Q{x) and R(x). Hence, by noting that P^j (a;) = also, we have 
Pvix) ={^p(x) + (xP - + Or^ Pg)" - l)Q(:r) 
+ - . . • ⑷ + ( 工 -
... %Oq0{x)W{x) 
for some polynomial W{x). This establishes the necessity. 
For the sufficiency, we need only check that 1, p爪 and q^ are in Z in view of 
Theorem 4.3.5. It is clear that 1 € Z a s Pp(e2 冗 以 ) = 0 , because 
by assumption. To see that p爪 £ Z with I < m < 3 — I, we make use of 
following from the assumption To see that p"" 6 for m > p, 
we make use of 
by %0{x)\Pv{x). 
Finally for n > 1，then p'^ e Z as 
by ^P{X)\PD{X). This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 4.3.5 is also useful in checking whether a given digit set defines a 
self-similar tile. We have the following example. 
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Examples 3: Let V = {0,1,4,8,9,17,25,33,41,72,76,80} with b = = 12. 
We can rewrite it as 
V = { 0 } e (2{0,2’ 4’ 36,38’ 40}) U ({1} 0 2{0,4,8，12,16，20}). 
We can also write it in the following modulo form similar to the weak-product 
form in [31]. 
三{0’ 1，4’ 8,17,33} e 12{0,2} (mod 48) 
{0,1,4,8,17,33} ={0,1,4,5,8,9} (mod 12). . 
By the elementary manipulations of the cyclotomic polynomials we have 
Pv{x) = ⑷ 巾 3 � � ⑷ 少 2 4 ⑷ 巾 2 ( 3 � Q W (4.6) 
where Q{x) = 1 - + is a polynomial. 
From simple observation, we see that Pp(x) satisfies (Tl) and (T2), so it is 
an integer tile digit set. 
We can apply Theorem 4.3.6 to show that {b,V) is a tile pair: Note that 
S = {1’ 2爪’ 3", 2 . 3 ' : m,n , / G N}. In view of (4.6), we have 
-PD(严却=0; 
- i ^ e ' 冗 ‘ ? = Pvie^""'^) = 0 ’ P p ( e 2 冗 = 兀 ‘ 牛 ） = 0 if m > 2 ; 
- 二 开 法 = = 冗 = O i f n > 2; 
- 喊 = P p C e ^ - " ^ ) = O i f / > l . 
By Theorem 4.3.6，we conclude that P is a self-similar tile digit set. 
The above example is an aperiodic digit set in the sense of De Bruijn [2] (a 
set A is periodic in the group G if there exists g 它 G such that A + g = A). He 
found a digit set that is aperiodic in the group Z72. In the above example, the 
digit set V tiles Z144 but V is not periodic in Z144. 
Theorem 4.2.3 provides possible approaches to prove or disprove the (T2) 
condition. Consider the following set of numbers, let 
«S={2，32，53’2.3，3.5’2.5,2.52’3.52，2.3.52’2.32.5，2.3.5，2.3.53}’ 
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F{x) := rises (办s(工）satisfies the Kenyon criterion for b = 30. However, such S 
fails to satisfy the (72) condition. Nonetheless, the polynomial does not have 
coefficients containing 0,1 only. We have the following question: 
Question: Does there exist polynomial P{x) with coefficient being 0 and 1 such 
that 
PW = F{x)Q{x) 
where Q(l) = 1? 
If this is true, then we can find a digit set without (T2) and it satisfies Kenyon 
criterion. The digit set must be an integer tile digit set by Theorem 4.2.2 and we 
will disprove the (T2) conjecture. 
Chapter 5 
Spectral self-similar measures 
Spectral measure is a natural generalization of spectral sets. For a spectral 
measure /i, it means a finite Borel measure for which there exists a set A C R*^  
such that {e2叫A’z> ： a e A} form an orthoiiormal basis in L^(jLi), A) is called 
the spectral pair and A is called a spectrum of (i. Because of the finiteness，it is 
no loss of generality to assume the measure is a probability measure (/x(股勺=1). 
The measure we considered so far are Lebesgue measure in R^ over some sets of 
finite positive Lebesgue measure. In this chapter, we will focus on self-similar 
measures supported on some fractal sets. It is also interesting that Hadamard 
matrix, tiling of integers still play an important role in the study. 
5.1 Spectral self-similar measures 
Let R be an expanding matrix of integer entries in R" (all eigenvalue has 
modulus strictly greater than 1), and a finite set T> CW^ with #T> = b. For each 
deV, define 
Then {(f)d}dev form an iterated function system (IFS). For a set of probability 
weight {pd}dev, it is well-known that (see [5]) there exists unique probability 
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measure ji such that 
" = 广 （5.1) 
dev 
This is called the self-similar measure with respect to {0d}dex> and weights {pd}dev-
In here, we will concentrate on pd = | only. We will also define its Fourier trans-
form by 
Ji(t) := j e2叫'’ 
Using (5.1)，its Fourier transform can be calculated: 
oo 
M 二 =…=n (5.2) 
n=l 
w h e r e 石⑷ = 去 E d e P 冗啦“�. 
Our main interest here is to study whether these kind of measures could be 
a spectral measure. The study of these measures starts in [14]. They worked on 
the following Hadamard triple assumption 
Definition 5.1.1. A triple L) is called a Hadamard triple if R is an ex-
panding d X d matrix with integer entries, V and L are subsets of Z^ and they 
satisfy = and 
is a Hadamard matrix. 
If P is a spectral set in Z^ with a spectrum A, then by Proposition 3.1.1, R = 
diag[m, ...,m], T> and mA forms a Hadamard triple. In general, the matrix may 
not be diagonal. Note that if A G Md(Z) is an expanding matrix, = | deti4|’ 
and the attractor T{A, V) has non-zero Lebesgue measure, then the self-similar 
measure in (5.1) with equal weight is just the Lebesgue measure supported on 
The assumption of Hadamard triple will lead to the orthogonality of the fol-
lowing functions in I/i j i) . 
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Proposition 5.1.2. Suppose {R,T>, L) is a Hadamard triple, let 
A = A{R, L) := {Ao + FTh + …+ : h e L,n e N}; (5.3) 
then {e2们<A’�}AeA are mutually orthogonal in 
Proof. Let A = E(尺” a n d A' = E(i?*)";，and A X'. Let n’ be the first index 
that In I'n, using (5.2), we have, 
？(A - A') =S;(( / r ) - i (A - - A')) . 
=6i{{RT\>^ - A ' ) ) … i ( A - A'))p((/r)-n(A - A')) 
Note that {R*)^{lk-lk) are integer vectors for all k > 1, we have by the Hadamard 
triple assumption 
m(A 一 A') = - A')) = ^ { { R T \ i n - Q ) = 0. 
This implies the orthogonality of { e ? 叫 i n • 
To prove A in Proposition 5.1.2 is a spectrum, we still need to establish the 
completeness. The following is a useful proposition, which is analogous to Propo-
sition 2.1.1. 
Proposition 5.1.3. Suppose {e?冗 is orthonormal in L?(ii). Then it is 
complete in L'^i/i) if and only if 
AGA 
Proof. For the necessity, it is just application of the Parseval's identity to e?冗…’工〉 
for t e 股^  which is similar to Proposition 2.1.1. 
For the sufficiency, note that supp(^) is the invariant set of the IFS {(pdjdev, 
and this set is compact (see [5]). We hence obtain the result by direct application 
of the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem [38]. • 
The following proposition is useful in understanding the completeness. 
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Proposition 5.1.4. Suppose (/?, V, L) is a Hadamard triple and A = A(/?, L) as 
in Proposition 5.1.3. Let 
Q,{t) (5.4) 
AG A 
then Qi can be extended to an entire function in Moreover, it satisfies the 
following identity. 
Q{t) = E i^ii^T'it 一 i m { R r \ t - 1 ) ) . • (5.5) 
leL 
If we define C(Q) be the right hand side of (5.5)，it is called the Ruelle 's 
transfer operator. 
Proof. Let ey{x) = e?叫仏工》and supp(/x) C [-M, M], then 
QiW = A)P(A - t ) = . 
AEA AGA 
Here we can allow t to range over C^. Let 
Qn{t) = • {e_A,e..f) 
A6A,|A|<n 
Then Qn is an entire function on C" and it follows from Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity, Bessel's inequality and supp(/z) C [一 M , M] that 
A A 
<||et||L2(/i)||e-t||L2(^) 




yd where ||Im = )i/2. This shows pointwise limit of Qn{t) exists. 
Moreover, Qn are uniformly bounded in strip ||Im t\\ < constant. This implies 
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that they are bounded on compact sets. By the Montel Theorem ([8 p.54]), 
must be entire. 
For the identity (5.5), we apply (5.2), 
Q i W = E fe((尺*广1(力—m'mRT'it — A))|2 
A€A 
丨石((尺 - 1 — - o - A)I: 
L£L AGA 
= E - -I)-a)|2 
l€L AGA 
This establishes (5.5). • 
The completeness condition is quite difficult to check. Up to now, there is 
no complete answer to the problem. Originally, Jorgensen and Pedersen [14] 
turned the completeness problem to the study of a fixed point problem of the 
Ruelle's transfer operator over some suitable function space with suitable metric. 
However, it worked only case by case. We now present a simple sufficient condition 
that is due to Strichartz [41 . 
Recall the notation Z{6-p) := {x : 6-p{x) = 0}. 
Theorem 5.1.5. Let A) is a Hadamard triple. Suppose Z{6-d) is disjoint 
from the set Then A defined in (5.3) is a spectrum for /x. 
Proof. Define 
Afc L + WL + [BTfL + ... + [BTfL, 
Mt) = h{m~'t)..M{RT't), 
When A; = 1, it follows easily from the orthonormal property that 
Q � � = E I S ( � 1 - = E e 2 • 仏 ' ) = 1 . (5.6) 
leL leL di,d2ev 
fkW = 
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By induction, we have Q � ( f ) 三 1 for all fc > 1. 
Our aim is to take limit on and interchange the limit with the summation. 
Let , 
‘ i f A € Afc； 
0, otherwise. 
and /(A) = l inw/A: (A) = m - A )P . Hence, Qi(t) = E A G A / W - A S 
h W = Q � ( f ) = 1, by Fatou's Lemma, we have 
Qi{t) = ^ f { X ) < l . (5.7) 
A€A 
In order to apply the dominated convergence theorem, we will find some /CQ inde-
pendent of A so that, 





For a fixed ko (to be chosen), note that |知⑴ | < 1 for all t, the sequence 
fk{X) is decreasing once 入 6E Afc，so we can conclude that g{X) = /fc；^ (入)，where kx 
is the first value o{ k > ko such that A G A. Now, write 
oo 
m = n i S (卜现 
k=kx+l 
It suffices to claim that the infinite product is bounded uniformly away from 
zero. If so, then /(A) > €g{X), using equation (5.7), ^ 7> this justify 
equation (5.8). 
To obtain a uniform lower bound of the infinite product, we note that the 
set 左A is compact (it is actually an invariant set of some IFS), it 
is uniformly bounded away from Z{Sx>), say rj. By 
picking ko so large that \{R*)-H\ < \ and note that G 1；厂二1(丑*)一知八， 
we have S-j:>{{R*)~'^{t — A)) + 0. Finally, as the product converges uniformly on 
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compact subsets, and S'D((R*)~''{t — A)) converges to 知(0) = 1, so the product 
must be bounded away from zero uniformly. This completes the proof. 
• 
It has been conjectured that the disjointness assumption is redundant in The-
orem 5.1.5. The one dimension case was solved by Laba and Wang [29]. We shall 
present it in the next section. 
5.2 One-dimensional self-similar measures 
We now present the case for the self-similar measures in . One of the natural 
measures to be considered is the measure generated by the IFS = jj{x + d) 
with d e T>, N e Z and N > that is the Cantor-type measure /i;v,p that 
satisfies 
<i€V ^ 
Following the set-up in the last section, we see that a Hadamaid triple {N, V, L) 
will yield a natural orthonormal sets by Proposition 5.1.2. and the orthonormal 
set is given by A in (5.3), 
A = A{N, L) := {Ao + 戰 + …+ :lieL,ne N}. 
For such measures, Laba and Wang [29] provided a method of determining whether 
this A is a spectrum. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let N 6 Z, \N\ > 1 and V be a finite set of integers. Suppose 
{N,V,L) forms a Hadamard triple. Then A is NOT a spectrum for 帅 j) if and 
only if there exist m 6 Z"^ , Ij £ L and non-zero integers 0 < j < m, such that 
(i) Vj+i =去 fe — I j ) for allO<j < m - l . 
( I I ) VM = VO, L*M = 
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Proof. For convenience, we denote A = A(iV, L) and FI = IJLN,V. 
(<^=) We shall show that Qi(r/o) = 0, where Qi{t) = J2xeA 一 and r/o 
is given in the assumption. 
Note that rjj 6 Z, we have = 1, so that - Ij)) 二 ^viVj+i) = 1-
On the other hand, from (5.6)，XI/GL - = 1. This implies that 
1，' = (5.9) 
0 ， / 礼 
Sv(N-'(7]o 一 A)) = 6i{N-\r] 一 /•))= 
We now show that Ji{r]o — A) = 0 for all A G A, which yields Q\{t}o) = 0. Let 
入=YltLo hNk, with Ik G L and only finitely many of them are non-zero, we 
have 
(】，/o = 0^； 
0, otherwise. 
Suppose fi[r}o - A) ^ 0, then by (5.1) and the above, we have, Zo 二‘ Also by 
noting that iji =去(”o + � . w e have 
MiV-'(r/o - A)) = ^iV-^Tyi - h)) = \ “二仏 
I 0，otherwise. 
and for the same reason, h = /J. Continue the process, and since the above 
form a loop. We have Ij = ly where 0 < / < m - 1 and j = j' (mod m). But 
this is impossible, since only finite many Ij are non-zero. 
We have Qi ^ 1. We ignore the case where = 1 since the theorem 
holds trivially. Denote T = T\N, L) to be the compact invariant set of the IFS 
By Proposition 5.1.4’ we can treat Qi as an entire function. As T is compact 
and infinite in cardinality, we have Qi 关 1 on T. Let 
This set is finite as Qi is entire, and we pick a n y � o G X，let Kq = {Co} and define 
： = {MO : i e L , ^eVn, MO e x ) . 
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As T = (了)’ Yn C T n X. Moreover, all elements in Yn are distinct 
because if it is not, we would have for some Sj, U G L, 
<PSN�…O = (HR>�…�0tlte))’ 
which implies (Co + si + …+ = T^KO + “ + … + � - h n ) . But then 
Si -ti is divisible by N, so S'D{N~^{SI - 1 � ) — 0. This means si = ti, otherwise, 
we do not have Hadamaid triple. Continue the process, Sj = ti for all i. 
Next, we claim that > #Yn. Let ^ G Yn, then using (5.5), we have 
mmQiW = Qiio = E \^m))fQim))-
leL 
As = 1 from (5.6)，and Qi(<MO) > miiiterQiW) we must 
have 
QiiMO) = minQiW when (5.10) 
For that I, 0 / (0 € Vn+i- Hence, each ^ £ Yn corresponds at least one in 
y;+l，so Wn^H > 
As is finite, there exists n � s u c h that #Yn = ifVn+i for all n > no. In this 
case we see from (5.10)，^ € Vn has the unique e K+i- Thus, starting with 
Cno e Yn。，we obtain a sequence {Cn}n>no such that “ e Yn and Cn+i = 
for some In 6 L. As is finite, there exists k > no and m > 0 such that 
a =�fc+m = + k+iN + …+ s一A T - i ) . 
F u r t h e r m o r e , € Z for all j = 0,1, . . ,m - 1. Since from (5.6), we have 
| S t e + 0 | 2 = E l “ ( W - l ) ) | 2 = l 
leL 
But h i ^ j + k ) = 如 EdeP To obtain = 1, we must have d�+fc G 
Z. A s + 0 and g.c.d.(P) = 1’ Cj+fc e Z. Thus, by letting ly = � k and 
II = Ij+k for j = 0,1, ...,m — 1, then the result follows. • 
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The Theorem relates the spectrum condition to the existence of certain cyclical 
behavior which turns out to be an alternative way in the analysis of Ruelle's 
operators. Recently, Dutkay and Jorgensen studied this behavior and obtained 
new results for the spectral measures ([3], [4]). Based on Theorem 5.2.1, Laba and 
Wang removed disjointness condition in Theorem 5.1.5 and prove the following, 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let •/V € Z， |7V| > 丄 and V be a finite set of integers. Suppose 
{N,V,L) forms a Hadamard triple. Then the self-similar measure IIN,V is a 
spectral measure. If moreover g.c.d.(T> — V) = 1, 0 G L and L C [2 — AT, TV - 2], 
then A{N, L) is a spectrum for ii^j). 
Proof. We first note that if HN^D is a spectral measure with spectrum A, then 
fi]^，aV is a spectral measure with spectrum 全 A. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that 0 G P , C and g.c.d.V = 1. We also assume that N�Q since 
the case iV < 0 are analogous. 
If TV 二 2, then T> = {0，1} or {0}. In both cases, the self-similar measures 
are the Lebesgiie measure on [0’ 1] or the point mass measure, which are clearly 
spectral. 
If AT > 3, let Z C [2 - AT, A^  - 2] be such that 三 L (mod N). We can see 
that {N, V, L) is still a Hadamard triple. Now, note that the invariant set of the 
IFS {(j>i}i^ i is given by 
1 
t = 0 
N - 2 N-2 We have T{N, L) C [—岩，鮮！’ so m Z = {0}. This means that there does not 
exist non-zero integers rjj satisfying the condition in Theorem 5.2.1 since such r)j 
lies in T. Hence Theorem 5.2.1 implies that A{N, L) is a spectrum for fiN，v- • 
Corollary 5.2.3. //X> C Z+ and its associated polynomial satisfy (Tl) and {T2) 
and V tiles ZM for some M. Then /IM,© is a spectral measure. 
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Proof. First, let N = Lc.m.{ST>), by Proposition 3.3.6, N\M. By Theorem 3.3.7， 
we have P is a spectral set in Z;v with some spectrum L C j^Z. Hence NL) 
is a Hadamard triple, so \ s{ j^ ,V,NKL). The conclusion follows from Theorem 
5.2.2. • 
As we know that any integer tiles V with 并T> having at most two prime factors 
must satisfy (Tl) and (T2) (Theorem 3.3.5), this theorem provides actually a 
large number of examples of spectral measures. If we apply the result to the case 
where V contains only two digits, it recovers the earlier discovery of Jorgensen 
and Pedersen [14 . 
Proposition 5.2.4. Let V = {0，2} and N is any positive even number. Then 
/x/v，D is a spectral measure. 
Proof. Since V 二 2{0,1} ：二 2V'. It suffices to show that /iyv’p' is a spectral 
measure. Note that V' satisfies (Tl) and (T2), and it is clear that V tiles ZN for 
any even numbers, this means /z^p is a spectral measure by Theorem 5.2.3. • 
If N to be an odd number, then 帅j) is not a spectral measure. 
Proposition 5.2.5. LetV = {0,2} and N > 1 is any positive odd number. Then 
any orthogonal set {e?们入亡！入日八 of fiN，v contains at most two elements, hence,帅jy 
cannot be spectral. 
Proof. Let "yv = iin,v, note that 6v{t) = + e?冗僻)).We can use equation 
(5.2) to get that 
oo -1 OO 
柳 ) = n + 冗 沿 杀 ) ） = e 2 冗 ‘ 為 n — 装 、 
n=l 
This implies that 
1 N, 
aNk 
之(A^) = { — ： /c = 1,2，…，a€2Z + l} . 
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Suppose there exists A, G A, for i = 1,2,3，then 71 =入1 — A2，72 = A2 - A3, 
73 = 入 1 —入3 are in Let 
ciiNki 
and noting that 71 + 7 2 = 73，we have 
aiNki + asiVh = a^N''^ 
This is impossible since left-hand side is even while right-hand side is odd. • 
In view of the results in Theorem 3.3.5，Theorem 3.3.7 and Theorem 5.2.2, 
we can include one more equivalent statement about the self-similar measures 
(condition (iii)) in the Fuglecle's conjecture for the union of intervals. 
Conjecture 5.2.6. Let V be a finite set of non-negative integers, Pv(x):= 
Z^rfe© 工d and N = Lc.rn,.{Sv) where Sx> is defined as in (3.3)，Then the fol-
lowing are equivalent, 
(i) V is an integer tile with period N, 
(a) V is a spectral set in Z^-
(iii) iiN�v is a spectral measure. 
Apart from the self-similar measures iiNjh it is also interesting to consider 
whether more general framework of self-similar measures could be spectral. More 
precisely, we let 0 < Pj < 1 be such that Pj = 1 and = + bj) 
with Rj are d X d expanding real matrices and bj e when is the unique 




This questions has arose interest of many people. In high dimensions, the 
problem is still widely open. For the one-dimension, Laba and Wang [29] proposed 
a conjecture about the spectral self-similar measures: 
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Conjecture 5.2.7. Let ^ be the self-similar measure associated with the IFS 
(f)j(a:) = p(x + aj), for j = l’."，m，with probability weight pi，...’pm > 0 and 
\p\ < 1. Suppose n is a spectral measure. Then 
(i) p= jj for some N eZ. 
� P \ =…=Pm =去. 
(in) Suppose A {oj}. Then A = aV for some a 6 K. and V must be a 
spectral set in ZM for some M 6 Z. 
One of the easiest starting places to study this conjecture would be the 
Bernoulli convolution. Let 0 < p < 1 and and = p(x + 1) and (j)八x)= 
p{x — 1) and the p-Bemoulli convolution is the unique probability measure fip 
satisfying the identity 
= + (5.11) 
If p = J J , the measure is just IIN,{-I,I}' It has been shown that in Proposition 
5.2.4, and 5.2.5 that it is spectral if and only if N is even. Recently, Hu and 
Lau [10] has characterized p such that jip contains infinitely many orthogonal 
exponentials. 
Theorem 5.2.8. Let fXp be the p-Bemoulli convolution defined by (5.11). Then 
L'^ilip) contains infinitely many orthogonal exponential functions if and only if 
p = where p is odd and q is even. 
Proof. We will omit the necessity part of p which requires some technical lemmas 
in polynomials. Readers may refer to [10]. For the sufficiency, we let p =(尝)"� 
and A be the spectrum for /xi, which is infinite in number (Proposition 5.2.4). 
Note by elementary calculation using (5.2)， 
oo 
fLp{t) = ]^ cos(2V0-
j=l 
Hence, its zero set is 
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Let Ai, A2 G A, then Ai - A2 = ^ for some odd number a and i e N. Note that 
we can rewrite it as 
- A2 = 叩 ' … - ( 叩 ” ( 冲 " 
4p' 4 
This shows Ai - A2 is zero of jTp. The conclusion holds. • 
Despite the existence of an infinite orthogonal set, the completeness problem 
is not settled. 
Proposition 5.2.9. Let A be spectrum for fii. Then forp = and n > 1， 
<7 ^ 
A is an orthogonal set but not complete in 
Proof. The orthogonality for A has been proved in Theorem 5.2.8. Let p = ( � " � 
for n > 1. Let also u be the Bernoulli convolution. By the Bessel's inequality, 
Sag A -入)|2 S 1- Moreover, we also know that 
00 00 
p[t) = ]][cos(27r(^)'t) = ]^cos(27rp"'i). 
1=1 Q i=i 
This implies the Fourier transform of fip is given by: 
00 n-l 
i^p{t) = ncos(27rp"t) = l[u{p-H). 
k=l j=0 
By picking XQ SO that 0 < < 1，we have 
E —工。)|2 = E n I 巧内 A -工 o ) ) | 2 
AEA AGA J = 0 
A6A\{0} j=0 j=0 
A€A\{0} 
xeA 
< 1 . 
This shows A cannot be spectrum for /i". 
• 
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The study of the spectral Bernoulli convolution can be thought as the start-
ing point into further study of general spectral measures. In view of the above 
propositions, two questions are unsettled. 
Question 1: For the case p = (^^/"with n > 1, p is odd, q is even and p is 
irrational, does exist an orthonormal basis? 
Question 2: For the case P = \ with p > 1 is odd and q is even, does the 
infinite orthogonal set obtained from iii is orthonormal basis for or fip is 
Q 
a spectral measure? .. 
In communication with Feng and Wang [48], we know they have shown that 
whenever p is irrational, does not exist any exponential orthonormal ba-
sis and hence it answers the first question. For the second question, using the 
translation invariance property of spectral measure, Dutkay, Han and Jorgensen 
47] has recently shown that whenever ^ < p < 1, does not exist any 
exponential orthonormal basis. The case that are not covered by their results are 
0 < p < I = ^ with p > 1 is odd and q is even. e.g. p — | . 
5.3 General properties of spectral measures 
In this section, we consider even more general spectral measures in R�wi thou t 
assuming any further properties except it is a Borel measure, the tools are more 
limited. Nonetheless, there are some elementary results obtained in [30 . 
Recall that a Borel measure is discrete if it is supported on a countable set, 
and a Borel measure is continuous if /i({x}) = 0 for all singleton R". It is well 
known that any Borel probability measure n can be uniquely decomposed into 
11 = fic-\- fJLdb where � i s continuous and /Zd is discrete. If fid = 0，then is called 
the continuous measure. 
Theorem 5.3.1. Let fi be a spectral measure in R .^ Then fi is either discrete or 
continuous. 
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Proof. Suppose /z = /Xc + Md, and Hd > 0, let ^ld{xo) = p � 0 and consider the 
function / = X{i�}. Then ||/||么=p^ > 0 and f € Let A be a spectrum of 
11, by the Parseval's identity, 
P H I / l l > E K / ’ e 2 , | 2 = E^^2. 
A€A A€A 
This implies that A must be a finite set and hence L'^ifi) is finite dimensional. 
This means fic = 0, otherwise, cannot be finite dimensional. • 
When the measure is of discrete type, the following theorem'tells us that the 
number of "atoms" in the measure must be finite and they have equal weight. 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let ^ he a spectral measure in R^ and it is discrete. Then 
fj, = ^aeAPf^^n, for some finite set j4 C R'' and pa are all equal. 
Proof. For a discrete measure, fi = YlaeAPa^a for some set A and pa. Consider 
now the function / = X{qo} with a � € A. Then ||/| |么=p > 0 and / G Let 
A be a spectrum of fi, by the Parseval's identity, 
Pao = ml = E l � / ’ e 2 � ’ ' � � | 2 = 5 > J � = . #A. 
AeA AeA 
It follows that is finite and Pao =泰.Hence , all pa are equal. • 
This result suggests that the discrete spectral measure should be similar to 
the measures we considered in the last chapter except that the points A may not 
lie in a finite group or We conjecture that it must be the case. 
Conjecture 5.3.3. Suppose = 叙 5 a is a spectral measure in W^ and 
0 6 A, then A is a subset of a finite group or QZ^ for some a € R. 
We also know that a probability measure can have a Lebesgue decomposition 
/i = //a + "3，where fia is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure m, and fig is purely singular (supported on Lebesgue measure zero sets). 
All examples we have considered so far are either absolutely continuous or purely 
singular, but there is no proof about this dichotomy. 
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Conjecture 5.3.4. Suppose ^ is a spectral probability measure in 股、 t h e n it 
is either absolutely continuous X or purely singular with rcspect to the Lebesgue 
measure. 
The study of the general spectral measures is just in the beginning stage. De-
spite the lack of characterization of the spectral measures as well as a computable 
Fourier transform, it seems to be challenging and there is room to obtain more 
interesting results. 
As a final remark, although some spectral measures are known to have no 
orthogonal exponentials, there are still the possibility of admitting an exponential 
Riesz basis. Recall that a Riesz basis {工„} in a Hilbert space / / is a basis that is 
equivalent to an orthonormal basis {e^}. That means 
oo oo 
y^ CnXn converges if and only if y^c^en converges 
n=l n=l 
Furthermore, the measure may admit an exponential Fourier frame, i.e. {e?贯 1(入’工》}入€八 
in 丄2(") such that 
m \ W ) < E i / / ( 咖 2 叫 、 办 ⑷ |2 < 
AeA ^ 
for some A,B>0. 
An exact frame is a frame that fails to be a frame if we remove one of the 
elements. It is known that in a separable Hilbert space, {xn} a Riesz basis if and 
only if it is an exact frame [45，p.l57]. Therefore, the existence of Riesz basis and 
Fourier frame are closely related. 
As an example, Fuglede [7] showed that I? space of the standard unit ball 
in R2 does not admit any exponential orthonormal basis (It can also be seen 
in Theorem 2.2.6). However, it was shown by Jorgensen [15] that it admits 
exponential frame with A = Hence, it is reasonable to suspect that some 
kind of measures or domain that are not spectral but can still admit some Fourier 
frames. 
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